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The pelagic tunicate, Pyrosoma atlanticum, is known for its brilliant bioluminescence, but the 
mechanism causing this bioluminescence has not been fully characterized. This study identifies 
the bacterial bioluminescent symbionts of P. atlanticum collected in the northern Gulf of Mexico 
using various methods such as electron microscopy, light microscopy, and molecular genetics. 
The bacteria are localized within a specific pyrosome light organ. Bioluminescent symbiotic 
bacteria of Vibrionaceae composed >50% of taxa in tunicate samples (n=13), which was shown 
by utilizing current molecular genetics methodologies. While searching for bacterial lux genes in 
2 tunicate samples, we also serendipitously generated a draft tunicate mitochondrial genome 
which was used for P. atlanticum pyrosome identification.  Furthermore, a total of 396K MiSeq 
16S rRNA reads provided pyrosome microbiome profiles to determine bacterial symbiont 
taxonomy. After comparing with the Silva rRNA database, a 99% sequence identity matched a 
Photobacterium sp. R33-like bacterium (referred to as Photobacterium Pa-1) as the most 
abundant bacteria within P. atlanticum samples. Specifically-designed 16S rRNA V4 probes for 
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) verified the Photobacterium Pa-1 location around the 
periphery of each pyrosome luminous organ. Scanning and transmission electron microscopy 
(SEM, TEM respectively) confirmed a rod-like bacterial presence which also appears 
intracellular in the light organs. This intracellular bacterial localization may represent a 
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Pyrosoma atlanticum  
Pyrosomes derive their name from the Greek words pyro (“fire”) and soma (“body”) 
because of the “fiery” bioluminescence that was viewed at night (Sutherland et al., 2018). They 
were classified by Lamarck and Huxley under the subphylum Tunicata (previously known as 
Urochordata) due to their tunic encased zooids (Huxley, 1851;Lemaire and Piette, 2015). The 
zooids are encased in an extracellular sheath (tunic) made in part of cellulose (Holland, 2016). 
Subphylum Tunicata is divided into three classes: Ascidiacea, Thaliacea, and Appendicularia. 
Class Ascidiacea and Appendicularia have tadpole larvae with notochords and hollow nerve 
chords while the tadpole larvae in Class Thaliacea do not. Another notable difference between 
the classes are that Class Thaliacea and Appendicularia are pelagic while Class Ascidiacea is 
sessile (Holland, 2016). Class Thaliacea encompasses Orders Pyrosomatida, Salpida, and 
Doliolida. Pyrosomes, and more specifically Pyrosoma atlanticum, are found within the order 
Pyrosomatida. The presence of an intricate cellular network of individual zooids within a 
chitinous tunic suggests a phylogenetic relationship between the pyrosomes and other colonial 
Ascidians and Thaliacians (Hirose et al., 1999;Sutherland et al., 2018).  Pyrosomes have several 
different cell types within the tunic. These cells are capable of phagocytosis, conduction of 
impulses, contraction of the tunic, and locomotion (Hirose et al., 1999).  
Pyrosomes are approximately 95% water and are extremely well adapted for rapid growth 
and efficient energy use. Transparency makes pyrosomes difficult to see at any depth, which is 
why they can be found throughout the pelagic realm. Aside from being transparent, and of 
limited nutritional value, pyrosomes have few sensory or predator-avoidance adaptations. 
(Alldredge and Madin, 1982). They can reproduce both sexually and asexually, via internal 
fertilization (hermaphroditic) and budding (Holland, 2016). Once fertilized the embryo cleaves 
into a group of cells (cyathozooid) and is released it after it buds into 4 zooids. The budding 
continues once released from the parent (Holland, 2016). Individual pyrosomes can reach lengths 
of up to 20 m and are composed of thousands of individual zooids. The zooids are oriented so the 
buccal siphons direct water inward and the atrial siphons channel the water to flow through the 
central cavity (Fig. 1). This flow allows the pyrosome to propel itself through the water. Each 
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zooid contains a pair of light organs with intracellular symbionts located near the buccal siphon 
(Fig. 2) (Haygood, 1993). Although the presence of light organs has been observed, the 













Pyrosomes occupy marine habitats from shallow water (near shore) to open ocean and 
deep sea (Holland, 2016). Their typical habitat range is from 45°N to 45°S, which includes 
tropical to temperate waters. However, their range is expanded in warmer waters (Fig. 3) 
(Holland, 2016). This expansion is related to pyrosome sensitivity to the physical environment. 
Temperature, light, salinity, dissolved oxygen, and even current flow have a significant impact 
on the biology and behavior of these tunicates, which facilitates habitat expansion (Sutherland et 
al., 2018). Pyrosomes remain one of the least studied planktonic grazers, despite their 
widespread distribution and ecological significance. Pyrosomes are characterized as highly 
successful planktonic grazers, and swarms of these colonies can consume substantial amounts of 
phytoplankton (Alldredge and Madin, 1982;Décima et al., 2019). They have been noted for their 
potential to restructure the food web when aggregating in large quantities (Sutherland et al., 
2018). It has been recently confirmed that pyrosomes are major modifiers of the food web. They 
can cycle energy from shallow water depths to deeper in the water column by eating 
phytoplankton and excreting carbon rich fecal matter (Holland, 2016). Some pyrosome species 
have been shown to graze on deeper dwelling phytoplankton at the base of the euphotic zone 
Figure 1. Individual P. atlanticum zooid (Ruppert and 
Barnes, 1994) 
https://www.nwfsc.noaa.gov/news/blogs/display_blogentry.cfm?blogid=1&blog_entry_id=115 
Figure 2. Detailed diagram of an individual P. 
atlanticum zooid (Holland, 2016).  
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(Décima et al., 2019). Pyrosome remains also play a role in carbon flux as they make up a 
significant proportion of marine snow and serve as a benthic food source (Holland, 
2016;Sutherland et al., 2018). The remains are colonized by bacteria and viruses, and they 











Generating Light at Ocean Depths 
The emission of light by organisms has evolved independently over 40 times in marine 
and terrestrial organisms (Haddock et al., 2010). Bioluminescence is an important adaptive trait 
in ocean dwelling taxa, and appears to be more prevalent than previously thought (Martini and 
Haddock, 2017). Over 700 animal genera are known to include luminous species, with more than 
80% being marine organisms (Widder, 2010). Within this group, 90% of pelagic organisms 
between 200-1000m are known to have bioluminescent capabilities. In addition, fishes, squid, 
and shrimp are able to modify aspects of their light production, such as the intensity, kinetics, 
wavelength, and angular distribution. This emphasizes the evolutionary importance of the 
bioluminescence mechanism (Haddock and Case, 1999). There are several critical ways 
bioluminescence can aid an organismal survival. Bioluminescence  can facilitate food location 
and capture, attract a mate, allow for species recognition, and functions as a defense mechanism 
(Widder, 2010).   
Bioluminescence is produced by the oxidation of a light emitting molecule, called a 
luciferin, with an enzyme, luciferase (Haddock et al., 2010). Luminous and non-luminescent 




organisms have luciferins. However, in order for bioluminescence to occur they have to evolve 
the luciferase enzyme or photoproteins, which allows for the “easy” evolution of 
bioluminescence (Haddock et al., 2010). There are four luciferins responsible for most light 
production in oceanic species: bacteria luciferin, dinoflagellate luciferin, coelenterazine, and 
cypridina luciferin (Widder, 2010). Invertebrates display a variety of bioluminescent 
mechanisms. The northern krill, Meganyctiphanes norvegica, has ten ventral photophores that 
produce the luminescence using dinoflagellate luciferin (Herring, 1985;Widder, 2010). The 
comb jelly, Beroe forskalii, uses calcium-activated proteins and coelenterazine to trigger their 
bioluminescent mechanism (Haddock et al., 2010). The vampire squid, Vampyroteuthis 
infernalis, produces its intrinsic bioluminescence by using a luciferin along with its individual 
luciferase to luminesce in two large mantle light organs and small light organs across the body 
(Haddock et al., 2010). Organismal light organs can be very complex structures, with features 
that range from canals to tubules that are highly vascularized (Nealson et al., 1981). The light 
organ within pyrosome zooids is located near the buccal siphon and is known to have a ball-like 
structure (Fig. 1). However, this is the extent of knowledge concerning the structure of the light 
organ. 
Other studies have focused on the mechanisms of bioluminescent light propagation in 
several species such as the hydromedusae, Euphysa japonica, the squid, Abralia veranyi, and the 
myctophid fish, Ceratoscopelus maderensis (Mackie and Bone, 1978;Nealson et al., 
1981;Johnsen et al., 2004). These studies focused on how bioluminescence could be utilized for 
counterillumination. The difference between pyrosomes and most other bioluminescent 
organisms is that they do not respond similarly (Bowlby et al., 1990). One of the mechanisms of 
pyrosome luminescence is producing luminescence in response to external light flashes, as well 
as responding to conspecifics and stimulated bioluminescence (Polimanti, 1911;Burghause, 
1914;Mackie and Bone, 1978;Bowlby et al., 1990). In many bioluminescent organisms the 
luminescence is autogenic, i.e. does not require bacterial symbionts (Haddock et al., 2010). 
However, bioluminescent bacteria are common in temperate to warmer waters and are associated 
with colonial animals as saprophytes, commensals, and parasites (Kita-Tsukamoto et al., 
2006;Haddock et al., 2010). Bioluminescent bacteria have been studied in a wide array of 
ctenophores, ceratioids, ophiuroids, and cephalopods (Haddock et al., 2010). For example, the 
Hawaiian bobtail squid, Euprymna scolopes, and the bioluminescent bacteria, Vibrio fischeri (a 
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recent taxonomic revision now calls the genus Allivibrio), have been one model for beneficial 
symbioses for over 25 years (McFall-Ngai, 2014). This model is used to understand host-
bacterial interactions, host-symbiont specificity, and signaling between the innate immune 
system and symbiotic bacteria. A. fischeri is the only bacteria that can colonize the light organ in 
the bobtail squid (Rader and Nyholm, 2012). This high specificity has also been proposed in 
pyrosomes since their morphology includes light organs (Nealson et al., 1981).   
Microbial symbionts occur in almost every organism, and have not been sufficiently 
studied (McFall-Ngai et al., 2013). They are widespread throughout the oceans and found in 
tropical and temperate coastal regions and throughout midwater and deep-sea habitats. The 
bacterial origin of luminescence is generally proposed on the basis of microscopic observation of 
bacteria in the light organ.  Luminous bacteria are all Gram-negative, non-spore-forming, have 
cell walls difficult to penetrate, are motile, and are generally chemoorganotrophic (Dunlap, 
2009). Bioluminescent symbiosis is fundamentally different that other types of symbiotic 
associations (Dunlap, 2009). With most bacterial mutualisms with flora and fauna, the host relies 
nutritionally on the bacteria, and without these symbionts, host growth suffers significantly 
(Dunlap, 2009). In bioluminescent symbioses, the host without bacterial symbionts has been 
found in laboratory settings to grow and develop at the same level as its counterparts with 
bioluminescent bacterial symbionts (Dunlap, 2009). Another difference in bioluminescent 
symbioses from other types is that most bacterial bioluminescent symbionts are extracellular 
whereas in obligate symbiosis the bacteria are found intracellularly (Dunlap, 2009). Even though 
most bacterial symbionts are extracellular, there are a few that appear intracellularly. The 
intracellular luminescent bacteria differ morphologically and biochemically from almost all other 
bacteria since they appear oval or as subspherical rods and without granules (Mackie and Bone, 
1978).   
Bacterial bioluminescence employs a specific mechanism that allows symbionts to 
produce light. The luciferase produced by the symbionts oxidizes reduced flavin mononucleotide 
and a long chain aldehyde, with energy released in the form of light instead of heat (Fig. 4) 
(Dunlap, 2009). Luciferins and luciferases are highly variable in their chemical structure 
(Schnitzler et al., 2012). Species differentiation and identification, especially in bacteria, is 
possible through studying luciferase kinetics. Different species of luminous bacteria can exhibit 
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similar or even the same cell density-dependent expression of luminescence, even though the 
auto-inducers (signaling molecules that are produced in response to changes in cell-population 
density) involved in the reaction are species-specific (Baldwin et al., 1989;Schauder and Bassler, 
2001). The molecular mechanisms and gene arrangements of bioluminescent bacteria are unique, 







Luminous bacteria carry the lux genes (also referred to as lux operons) luxCDABEG. 
Bacterial luciferase is coded by the alpha and beta subunits, luxA and luxB, respectively. These 
genes have been found in three closely related Gammaproteobacteria families: Vibrionaceae, 
Enterobacteriaceae, and Shewanellaceae. Most luminous bacteria are from family Vibrionaceae, 
and mainly from the genera of Aliivibrio, Vibrio, and Photobacterium. These genera occur in the 
marine environment, and a few species form symbioses with fishes and squids (Dunlap and 
Urbanczyk, 2013). In deep-sea ceratioid anglerfishes, the esca (lure) microbial population is 
complex and can be composed of one of at least six species in the genera Aliivibrio, 
Enterovibrio, and Photobacterium (Hendry et al., 2018).  
Morphological accounts symbiotic bacteria of luminous fishes describe bacteria as oval 
or sub-spherical rods, sometimes with conspicuous storage granules (Munk, 1998). Specifically, 
Aliivibrio and  Vibrio sp. are round-bodied or small, straight, slightly curved or curved while 
Photobacterium are small, plump, and rod-shaped (Farmer and Hickman-Brenner, 2006;Farmer 
III et al., 2015). The known morphology of Vibrio and Photobacterium provides background for 
comparisons with pyrosome symbiont morphology. The bacteria-like cells in the light organ of 
Pyrosoma are intracellular, and may have undergone considerable biochemical specialization 
(Mackie and Bone, 1978). However, since these symbionts have not been successfully cultivated, 
little is known about the physiology of the microbial symbionts associated with bioluminescence. 
Haygood (1993) speculated that the bacterial symbionts in fishes may be highly specialized for 
the light organ environment, and consequently they are unable to compete in other environments. 
Figure 4. Molecular structure and mode of operation of bacterial luciferase 
(Haddock et al., 2010). 
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The degree to which this specialization is similar in pyrosomes in terms of the organelles and 
symbionts involved is not known.   
There are multiple ways to characterize bioluminescent bacteria including microscopy, 
molecular genetics, and decay kinetics. Through the use of decay kinetics, luminescent bacteria 
can be identified to the genus level. This is accomplished by analyzing the rate of turnover of the 
luciferase. The rate of turnover is dependent on the aldehyde present, so identification can only 
be made by measuring the luciferase decay (Leisman et al., 1980).  Photobacterium has a fast 
decay, and extracted samples from Pyrosoma sp. have yielded luciferase activity with fast decay 
kinetics (Leisman et al., 1980).  Much of the literature suggests the need for continuing work and 
utilizing molecular genetics to verify bioluminescent sources in pelagic organisms including 
pyrosomes (Mackie and Bone, 1978;Bowlby et al., 1990;Haddock et al., 2010;Widder, 2010). 
With improved technology and methodology, additional characterization is possible to resolve 
the question of whether the bioluminescence in pyrosomes is bacterial.  
Tunicate Microbiome 
 The most extensively tunicate microbiome studied is from ascidians. Classical 
techniques, or culture dependent techniques, have shown that both bacteria and fungi can be 
isolated from these tunicates. Six bacterial phyla have been identified as well as three fungal 
phyla. These include Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Cyanobacteria, Bacteriodetes, 
Verrucomicrobia, Ascomycota, Zygomycota, and Basidiomycota (Bauermeister et al., 2018). 
With next generation sequencing and methods based on metagenomics and community 
sequencing, Proteobacteria has been identified as the most abundant phylum in the ascidian 
microbiome. Classes Alpha- and Gammaproteobacteria are the most commonly detected while 
classes Beta- and Deltaproteobacteria are detected at lower abundances (Bauermeister et al., 
2018). Studies have found that species-specific core-microbiomes are seen throughout all life 
stages, and different geographical locations of ascidian species from orders Aplousobranchia, 
Phlebobranchia, and Stolidobranchia. Four species in particular, Ciona robusta, Ciona savignyi, 
Botrylloides leachi, and Botryllus schlosseri, reinforce the concept that ascidians can foster 
defined microbiomes (Cahill et al., 2016). A study of Didemnum fulgens, has shown maternal 
vertical transmission of a stable and unique microbiome composed primarily of both Alpha- and 
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Gammaproteobacteria (Bauermeister et al., 2018). Little is known regarding the microbiomes of 
the other classes of tunicates, but none of the above encompass bioluminescent taxa.   
 
Characterizing Microbial Bioluminescence  
Microscopy 
 Microbial communities were first analyzed microscopically using methods related to 
laboratory cultured bacteria. Light microscopy is the simplest method to identify bacteria cell 
morphology using various staining techniques such as the Gram stain. The earliest record of use 
of light microscopy to identify microorganisms was by Antonie van Leeuwenhoek. He first 
described protozoa in 1675 and bacteria in 1683 by using only simple microscopes equipped 
with single uncorrected lenses that had short focal lengths (Barer, 1974). Today the compound 
optical microscope is commonly used in almost every microbiology laboratory and many have 
access to a variety of special optical microscopes, including electron microscopes (Barer, 1974). 
In light microscopy, the maximum upper magnification is 1000x. The resolution is limited by the 
wave nature of light. This limitation of magnification and resolution led to the development of 
the transmission electron microscope (TEM) by Ernst Ruska. 
Today, standard TEM can achieve good resolution up to a magnification of up to a 
million times. The wavelength of electrons is about 100,000 times shorter than photons which 
allows for much higher magnification. However, TEM resolution is partially limited by spherical 
aberration. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) resolution is about one order of magnitude 
lower than TEM, but still far higher than light microscopy. The SEM can image larger specimens 
such as those up to a few centimeters in size, while TEM images sections that are about 90 
nanometers thick. Another advantage of SEM is that energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS) can be used while imaging a sample. EDS measures the energy of the x-rays emitted 
when electrons hit the sample which are elementally unique. Electron microscopy is a key 
technique that has allowed researchers to see atomic scale structures (Datye, 2003). These fine-
scale techniques provide further evidence needed to characterize microbes. 
Nearly 99% of bacteria are unculturable, so other techniques are needed beyond light and 
electron microscopy for microbial characterization. rRNA techniques have been employed to 
study and classify these elusive microorganisms (Woese, 1987;Krishnaveni et al., 2018). As 
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these methods have been improved and expanded upon, one of the most important is ‘in situ 
hybridization’, which is particularly applicable to this study. In this case, rRNA of intact whole 
cells are targeted in their natural microhabitat (Amann et al., 1995). One of the most common ‘in 
situ hybridization’ techniques used today for identifying microbial/microorganismal populations 
is fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). This method uses fluorescence microscopy, which is 
an optical microscope technique used to study both organic and inorganic materials. It is 
excellent for studying fluorescing material that either exhibits auto or secondary fluorescence. 
Autofluorescence occurs when a material fluoresces in its natural form. Secondary fluorescence 
happens when a material is treated with chemicals that are capable of fluorescing (Blackwelder, 
2019). Fluorescence microscopy utilizes a fundamentally different approach than light 
microscopy. The sample is illuminated by light of a selected wavelength that causes 
fluorescence. The light emitted by fluorescence is longer than that of the wavelength of 
illumination. There are two filters used, one for excitation and the other for detection 
(Blackwelder, 2019).  
 These methods are universally applied to studying the microbial community. More 
specifically, FISH has been used globally to describe the temporal and spatial distribution of 
aquatic bacteria (Bouvier and Del Giorgio, 2003). Several examples include use for 
identification, enumeration, and localization of bacteria symbionts in gutless siboglinid tube 
worms and the gutless marine worm Inanidrilus leukodermatus (Schimak et al., 2012;Schimak et 
al., 2016). FISH and electron microscopy have been used to study the genus Vibrio. The genus 
Vibrio includes bioluminescent bacterial symbionts. FISH has been particularly helpful in this 
endeavor since these symbionts are “viable but not culturable” (Thompson et al., 2004). These 
studies have been successful in describing the spatial distribution of not only aquatic bacteria but 









Whole Genome Sequencing and Analysis 
Whole genome sequencing is the complete DNA sequencing of an organism’s genome 
for accurate phylogenetic inferences that allow for selection of the most informative gene set 
(Lewin et al., 2018). On average, a bacterial genome is about 3 - 5 million base pairs and 
encodes around 5,000 proteins (Land et al., 2015). Luminous bacteria have the genome size 
typical of their non-symbiotic and free-living relatives (Baker et al., 2019). Within these 
genomes, the key genes to identify are the lux genes. Bacterial lux genes over time have become 
useful for taxonomic and phylogenetic analysis of luminous bacteria (Urbanczyk et al., 2011), 
which in this study will be useful for characterizing the symbionts. The lux genes luxCDABEG 
are found in all luminescent bacteria and are responsible for coding the luciferase subunits 
(Dunlap, 2009). If these genes, at minimum luxA and luxB, can be identified through sequencing 
it would provide evidence of luminescent bacteria residing in the pyrosome (Pace, 
1997;Urbanczyk et al., 2011;Dunlap and Urbanczyk, 2013).  
16S rRNA Bacterial Systematics  
The small subunit ribosomal ribonucleic acid (SSU rRNA) can be characterized to 
determine the potential source of microbial bioluminescence. The 16S rRNA molecule is the 
smallest of the two major RNA components of the ribosome and has emerged as a reliable tool 
for phylogenetics and molecular ecology. For example, phylogenetics can utilize the 16S rRNA 
gene to build trees that can be considered a rough map of the evolution of the genetic core of 
cellular lineages (Pace, 1997) or use the 16S rRNA gene to identify how algal communities and 
nutrient pollution affect coral microbiomes (Zaneveld et al., 2016). These SSU rRNAs are 
present in all living organisms, and are functionally constant and highly conserved (Sfanos et al., 
2005). Bacterial taxonomic identification can be accomplished through numerous methods, but 
the most modern is utilizing high-throughput sequencing (HTS), which is also referred to as next 
generation sequencing (NGS) of the 16S rRNA gene (Pace, 1997;Thompson et al., 2017). It is 
the most common housekeeping genetic marker in bacteria, and utilized for a variety of reasons, 
including the fact that it is present in almost all bacteria. It also exists as a multigene family( also 
referred to as a “multigene operon”), the function of the gene is conserved over time, and its 
sequence composition is long enough for information purposes (Janda and Abbott, 2007). 
Bacteria are considered different species if they share less than 97.5% 16S rRNA sequence 
similarity and different genera if they share less than 93% sequence similarity (Sfanos et al., 
14 
 
2005). The characteristics of the 16S gene make it a viable candidate for sequencing and 
developing FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization) probes (Thompson et al., 2004;Negandhi et 
al., 2010).   
 The Lopez Microbiology and Genetics Laboratory at Nova Southeastern University has 
employed molecular genetics including 16S rRNA methods to identify bacteria and bacterial 
communities from a wide variety of organisms and habitats (Cuvelier et al., 2014;Hughes et al., 
2018). Such methods have been utilized in describing the dynamics of bacterial communities in 
coastal waters and variation in the microbiome of coastal waters along the South Florida’s 
Atlantic coast and in sponges found on the reef tracts (Lopez, 2019). In these earlier studies, six 
localities were examined and the microbiome was profiled using high-throughput sequencing of 
the 16S rRNA (Campbell et al., 2015;Freed, 2018). Similar to the work of Campbell and 
colleagues, the Port Everglades Inlet microbiome was characterized using high throughput 
sequencing using the 16S rRNA gene (Campbell et al., 2015;O’Connell et al., 2018). The 16S 
rRNA gene is also useful in lower throughput taxonomic surveys for microbial diversity found in 
deep-water marine invertebrates (Sfanos et al., 2005). In addition to invertebrates, the 16S rRNA 
gene was used in the characterization of the bioluminescent symbionts from ceratiids (deep-sea 
anglerfish) (Freed, 2018). Based on all the previous research conducted in the Lopez Laboratory, 
the best path determined to identify the bacterial symbionts within P. atlanticum was to utilize 
the 16S rRNA gene in conjunction with different microscopy techniques. This approach 
facilitates addressing the following hypotheses. 
 
Hypotheses 
 The main goal of this project is to identify and characterize the holobiont, which is host 
and bacterial symbiont taxa, responsible for bioluminescence in Pyrosoma atlanticum. In 
addition, the following hypotheses will be addressed.  
I. H1: Bioluminescence is bacterial based in the pyrosome, P. atlanticum.  




II. H2: If present, bioluminescent bacterial symbionts are located intracellularly in the 
luminous organ of P. atlanticum.   
a. HO: Bioluminescent bacterial symbionts are not located intracellularly in the 
luminous organ of the P. atlanticum.    
III. H3: The Pyrosoma atlanticum bioluminescent symbiont community will be relatively 
simple and homogeneous compared to the surrounding environment, with low species 
richness dominated by just a few bacterial taxa.  
a. HO: The bioluminescent symbiont community will be heterogeneous with more 
than 5 bacterial taxa indication a high microbial abundance distribution.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Sample Collection and Fixation 
The samples were collected with the help of the Deep Pelagic Nekton Dynamics of the 
Gulf of Mexico (DEEPEND) consortium. In 2017, a number of midwater trawls were conducted 
on DEEPEND Cruise DP05, during which various species of fish, crustaceans, cephalopods, and 
other pelagic species were collected from the Gulf of Mexico. Among those was P. atlanticum 
(Fig. 5, 6). Thirty samples were stored in 1.5 mL tubes and stored in a -80°C freezer as well as 5 
individuals in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in the Lopez Microbiology and Genetics Laboratory 
at Nova Southeastern University. In addition to these 2017 samples, 29 more samples were 
collected from the Gulf of Mexico on the July 2018 DEEPEND Cruise DP06. Samples were 
collected from depths of 0-1500 meters at multiple collection sites for both cruises. These 
samples were stored in either a 2% Glutaraldehyde in Sodium Cacodylate Buffered Sea-water 
fixative for EM or RNALater in 45 mL Falcon tubes for genetic study. In 2019, an additional 12 
P. atlanticum samples in the Gulf of Mexico were collected during the NOAA DeepSearch 
Cruise aboard the R/V Point Sur (Fig. 7). These samples were stored in 2% Glutaraldehyde in 
Sodium Cacodylate Buffered Sea-water fixative, paraformaldehyde in 4% PBS (phosphate-
buffered saline), or RNALater. A total of 15 samples from 3 cruises to utilize for the several 
































Figure 5. Map of DP05 Cruise collection sites for Pyrosoma 
atlanticum. Courtesy of Dr. Rosanna Milligan.  
Figure 6. Map of DP06 Cruise collection sites for Pyrosoma 
atlanticum. Courtesy of Dr. Rosanna Milligan   
Figure 7. Collection site (red) of R/V Point Sur for NOAA 


















































































































Light Microscopy (Histology) 
 Samples were fixed in 2% Glutaraldehyde in Sodium Cacodylate Buffered Sea-water 
fixative. They were placed in 70% EtOH overnight and processed through a graded series of 
ethanols, cleared, and infiltrated with molten Paraplast Plus®, and embedded in Paraplast 
Xtra®. Using a Leica RM 2125 microtome, 4 μm thick sections were cut and mounted on 
microscope slides. Sections were then stained with Harris’s hematoxylin and eosin. Slides were 
examined using an Olympus BX43 light microscope at 4–60x magnification.  
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 
 Pyrosome (P. atlanticum) samples were stored in paraformaldehyde and dehydrated 
through an ethanol series, cleared in xylenes, and infiltrated with paraffin. Serial sections were 
cut at 4 μm and 8 μm and mounted. They were then deparaffinized with xylene and ethanol 
series (100-70%). After mounting the sections, specialized probes were added to localize the 
bacteria within the light organs of the pyrosome. These probes were designed by using MAFFT, 
or the Multiple Alignment using Fast Fourier Transform program  (Katoh and Standley, 2013). 
MAFFT utilized the 16S rRNA sequence of Photobacterium sp. r33 (referred to as 
Photobacterium Pa-1) from the Illumina MiSeq run, combined with previously determined 16S 
sequences from various bacterial species (DQ889917, DQ889916, DQ889915, DQ889914, 
DQ889913) from NCBI database to find the most specific V4 region of Photobacterium Pa-1 for 
the probe to identify bioluminescent symbiont location within the pyrosome zooid (Table 2). 
MAFFT aligns the 16S rRNA sequences from the selected samples. The Photobacterium 
sequence, TTCAGGTGTAGCGGTGAAATGC, was chosen because it was the most variable 
region in the alignment. This signifies that there is no overlap in this sequence with the various 
bacterial sequences chosen for this alignment. The high specificity is required in order to 
highlight just the Photobacterium in the samples. The probes were then tested on NCBI PROBE 
Database (www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/probe) and Microbial Ribosomal Databases Probe Match 
(http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/probe match/search.jsp) (Negandhi et al., 2010). 
The dye used for the Photobacterium probe was Cy3, which is a standard orange-
fluorescent label for nucleic acids and was attached at the 5’ end (Table 3). The control probe 
EUB338 is a universal bacteria probe and was dyed with 6-FAM (fluorescein). FAM 
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(fluorescein) is the most commonly used fluorescent dye attachment for oligonucleotides and this 
particular dye was attached at the 3’ end and will appear green. The probes attach to one end or 
the other to allow for overlap. This is possible because the two probes’ nucleotide sequences are 
at different location on the ribosome (either the 5’ or 3’ end). When imaging the samples, only 
orange and green fluorescence should appear, and red fluorescence should be excluded due to 
double binding. This means both probes should bind to the targeted Photobacterium sp. which 
will present the orange fluorescence with the rest of the bacteria appearing green. 
 
Species Used  Accession Number 
MiSeq Photobacterium sp. r33 N/A 
Uncultured Cytophaga sp. clone EC64 DQ889917 
Uncultured Vibrio sp. clone EC66 DQ889916 
Uncultured beta proteobacterium clone EC67 DQ889915 
Uncultured beta proteobacterium clone EC69  DQ889914 
Uncultured alpha proteobacterium clone EC75 DQ889913 
 
   
Probe  Sequence with TAG 
Base 
Pairs  









AAATGC 22 5' End 550 nm 564 nm  
EUB3338 
GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT/36-
FAM/ 18 3' End 495 nm 520 nm  
 
 
After the designing and testing probes, hybridization buffer (35% formamide) was made. 
The hybridization buffer contains 360 μl 5M NaCl, 40 μl 1M Tris-HCl, 700 μl formamide, 900 
μl H2O, and 2 μl 10% SDS. Once made, 45 μl of hybridization buffer was mixed with 5 μl of the 
desired probe (5 ng/μl), for a total of 50 μl per slide. Pyrosome tissues were then incubated inside 
a humidity chamber with a paper towel that was moistened with the hybridization buffer for 2 
hours at 46°C. After hybridization, slides were put in a buffer wash for 20 minutes at 48°C 
(buffer consists of 700 μl 5M NaCl, 1 ml 1M Tris-HCl, 500 μl 0.5 EDTA, 50 ml H2O, and 50 μl 
10% SDS). Slides were quickly rinsed with dH2O and air dried.  
Table 2. Bacteria used to develop target FISH probe for Photobacterium sp. r33 accession 
numbers from NCBI.   
Table 3. FISH probe sequences and dye used to identify the Photobacterium in samples. 
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 As in Negandhi et al (2010), two control runs were carried out in order to test for non-
specific binding of the probes. FISH was performed on three blocks with two sections each. The 
control runs utilized probe EUB338. In addition to the control, slide with no probes as well as 
slides with both EUB338 and Photobacterium probes were run. This allowed for an 
autofluorescence assessment and aided in eliminating background noise. Slides were examined 
using an Olympus IX70 Fluorescence Microscope with green (500-570nm) and red (610 
~750nm) filter cubes.  
Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy (SEM & TEM) 
SEM samples were stored in a 2% glutaraldehyde in sodium cacodylate buffered 
seawater fixative. Pyrosomes were dissected in the fixative and divided into three sections per 
sample. They were rinsed three times in sodium cacodylate buffered sea water, postfixed in 1% 
osmium tetroxide, rinsed in the sea water buffer, dehydrated through a graded series of ethanol 
(20, 50, 70, 95, and 100%), and dried in hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). Dried samples were 
outgassed overnight, coated with palladium in a sputter coater, and examined in a Philips XL-30 
Field Emission SEM at the University of Miami Center for Microscopy (UMCAM) located in 
the Chemistry Department at the University of Miami Coral Gables Campus.  
TEM samples were prepared similarly to SEM except that samples at the last dehydration 
step  (100% ETOH) were embedded in Spurr resin and polymerized for 3 days at 60°C. Blocks 
were trimmed, sectioned, floated onto grids, stained with either Uranyl Acetate and/or Lead 
Citrate and examined in a JEOL 1400X TEM located at the University of Miami Miller School 
of Medicine TEM Core Lab. Semi-thin sections of TEM prepared samples were examined in an 
IX-70 fluorescent microscope to examine gross structures. 
  
Sequencing Methods 
DNA Extraction and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
 Microbial DNA was extracted from tissues stored in RNALater and DMSO using the 
standard protocol for the MO BIO PowerLyzer PowerSoil kit. The Polymerase Chain Reaction 
(PCR) is the repeated copying of a selected region of a DNA molecule (Brown, 2007). Since 
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almost all of 16S sequence data are products of PCR amplification of the 16S rRNA gene that 
uses between 15 and 25 nucleotide primers (Tringe and Hugenholtz, 2008), this study focused on 
amplifying the 16S gene of the unknown bacteria in the luminescent organ of the pyrosome. 
Once DNA extractions were completed, PCR was run using Invitrogen Platinum Hot Start PCR 
Master Mix (2x) and the universal primers 515F and 806R.The 515F and 806R primers were 
used to amplify the 200bp sequence of the V3 and V4 region of the 16S gene (Caporaso et al., 
2011;Easson and Lopez, 2019). Another 1% agarose gel was run to ensure successful PCR 
products were produced. The PCR products were cleaned via AMPure XP beads. This process 
was used to purify the 16S V3 and V4 amplicon away from free primers and primer dimer 
species. (Chakravorty et al., 2007). The final DNA concentration was checked using a Qubit2.0 
(Life Technologies). Attempts were made to isolate the light organ for a purer sample using laser 
capture microdissection, however, they did not work (Appendix 1 for more information). 
 
Illumina High- Throughput Metagenomic Sequencing  
The 16S rRNA gene fragment is the target for this section of high throughput sequencing 
(Easson and Lopez, 2018;O’Connell et al., 2018). Samples were prepared for sequencing 
following the 16S Illumina Amplicon Protocol per the Earth Microbiome Project (Kuczynski et 
al., 2011;Thompson et al., 2017). The final PCR products were checked for their DNA 
concentrations using a Qubit 2.0, which is a fluorometer created to precisely measure nucleic 
acids or proteins. Once concentrations were obtained, each sample was diluted to a normalization 
of 4pM. All DNA samples were library pooled and rechecked on the Qubit to make sure the 
concentration is between 4-6 ng/μL. A final quality check was done using an Agilent Bio 
analyzer Tapestation 2000, which checks the quality of the DNA and for any possible 
contamination. The tape station analysis checks the quality of DNA and for potential 
contamination. The final product was loaded into an Illumina MiSeq system for 16S 






Sequencing and Symbiont Analysis: QIIME2& CosmosID 
 The Quantitative Insights into Microbial Ecology v.2 (QIIME2) pipeline was used to 
demultiplex, quality filter, assign taxonomy, reconstruct phylogeny, and produce diversity 
analysis and visualizations from the FASTQ DNA sequence files (Caporaso et al., 2010). The 
quality filtering and trimming of the data was conducted in DADA2, which was used to create a 
feature table that was utilized in R Studio. The QIIME2-generated sequences were assigned 
taxonomy through a learned SILVA classifier (silva-132-99- 515-806-nb-classifier.qza). This 
feature table was used for SIMPER statistical analysis in R Studios. A SIMPER analysis was 
used to determine which taxa are driving the differences in the water and pyrosome samples 
(Rees et al., 2004). Additional comparisons were made in CosmosID, a bioinformatic pipeline 
used for microbial analysis that employs a phylogenetic and k-mer based approach to 
metagenomics. FASTQ files were uploaded to the CosmosID.com analysis platform, which 
provided various statistical tests such as, Chai alpha diversity estimates, PCoA, and beta 
diversity relative abundance counts visualized in a heatmap comparison. Further data analysis 
used 16S rRNA alignments with MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013) in order to generate a 
phylogeny to compare the extracted 16S sequence from the MiSeq run with known luminescent 
bacterial species. Pyrosome microbiome sequences have been deposited to the NCBI Sequence 
Read Archive (#PRJNA636187). 
 
 Genome Sequencing and Analysis 
 For genome sequencing, the Illumina Nextera XT DNA Sample Prep Kit was used for 
library preparation. A final quality check was done using an Agilent Bio Analyzer Tapestation 
2000 as well. The Illumina MiSeq was used for sequencing, running samples at 300 cycles (for 
150 bp library) due to the small library sizes of 254 and 292 bp. For genome assembly and 








 Structure and Morphology of the Light Organ: Light and Fluorescence Microscopy 
 The focus for light and fluorescent microscopy was to identify the P. atlanticum 
luminous organ, and image morphology as well as any potential microbes observed. The FISH 
methodology was additionally utilized to employ genomic techniques to visually identify the 
bacteria present and discriminate their location within the pyrosome light organ and tissue. Due 
to their relatively fixed location in the tissue, it was straightforward to determine where the 
organs were in thin section, and structural features were evident even in unstained sections. The 
light organ and bacteria were well resolved under light microscopy, with the buccal siphon and 
the light organs, located on each side, clearly identified (Fig. 8). The left and right light organs 
were usually fully intact (Fig. 8, 9) with the 30-50 μm luminous organ well resolved (Fig. 10). 
The light organs were oval shaped structures, with each exhibiting a nodule at the end. Within 
the light organ, there was a clear space in the center, with the bacteria clustered around the 
interior. At higher magnification, it is evident that what appear to be bacteria are clustered in the 
light organ with as many as 72 individual bacteria or more likely bacteriocytes evident in a single 











Figure 8. Orientation of both light organs (red arrows) on either 
























Figure 10. Individual light organ (LO) with bacteria or 




Figure 9. Higher magnification of individual light organ (LO) 
with bacteria (or more likely bacteriocytes) (b). 
LO 
b 




















Fluorescence in situ Hybridization (FISH) 
Under fluorescence microscopy, the pyrosome exhibited a considerable amount of 
autofluorescence (Figs. 11,12,13). However, the bacteria were clearly discernable (Fig. 13). If 
histology sections are compared with those prepared for FISH analyses, similar orientation, and 
morphology of the two light organs is evident (Fig. 14a and b). Shown in both methodologies are 
the putative “bacteriocytes” containing bacteria concentrated at the outer edges of the organ with 
a clear space in the center.  This also suggests that the light organ is hollow, at least without 
discrete cells.  
Figure 12. Light organ (LO) on the right side of the buccal 
siphon.  
LO 
Figure 13. Higher magnification of the right light organ (LO) 
with bacteria seen on the outer portion of the organ, with clear 














In light microscopy, the oval organ can be seen anchored to part of the tunic with the 
concentrated bacteria or “bacteriocytes” distributed in the interior surface (Fig 15a). When FISH 
was employed, the light organ section exhibited additional interior structures. The only bacteria 
fluorescing is Photobacterium Pa-1. around the outer edges.  The probe produced a more 











Controls included pyrosome sections that was incubated with no fluorescent probes. The 
control sections reflected native background autofluorescence and did not display the degree of 
fluorescence seen in sections hybridized with probes (Fig. 16a). This comparison shows that the 
probes appear to be annealing specifically to their respective DNA targets and producing a signal 
Figure 14. Light micrograph of Hematoxylin and Eosin stained light organ (a). FISH section of both EUB338 and 
Photobacterium probe attached to the light organ (b). Scale bar = 50 μm.  
(a) (b) 





after stringent washing. The pair of light organs illuminated without a probe, but not as 
brilliantly as when the EUB338 and Photobacterium probes were used (Fig. 16a and b). The 
signal produced with both probes was very intense and, as anticipated, bacteria other than those 
in the light organ, can be seen emitting a signal. Due to the light intensity, the shutter on the 
microscope was partially closed for the sections hybridized with probes while the sections with 












The sections hybridized with just the general EUB338 probe exhibited intense signals as 
well (Fig. 17). The light organ fluoresced using both green and red filters (green = 500-570nm, 
red = 610~ 750nm). The bacteria are more discernable using the green filter and were 
concentrated at the outer edges of the organ and throughout the tunic. When the red filter was 
used, the signal was intense as well, and the bacteria can still be seen concentrated towards the 
edges, but not as clearly (Fig. 17). However, the EUB338 probe does not discriminate between 
the Photobacterium and other bacteria found within the pyrosome or even within the area 




Figure 16. The light organs (green arrows) with no probe and the shutter wide open (a) vs. 4 μl of both EUB338 and 














The EUB338 probe is designated as the universal bacteria probe and is designed to bind 
to almost all bacteria within the sample. As expected, the fluorescent signal is apparent not only 
in the light organ, but also in surrounding tissue as well (Fig 18a). Most bacteria emit a slightly 
green signal. The morphology of bacteria is different in the tissue throughout the section, ranging 
from coccoid in the light organ, to bacterium with flagella-like structures in the tunic. When the 
Photobacterium probe was employed, only the light organ emitted a signal (Fig. 18b). Other 
areas of the tunic do not emit a signal, confirming that the photobacteria were concentrated in, 











Figure 17. Green (a) vs. red (b) filters of a section with the EUB338 probe attached to the light organ (LO). Scale bar = 20 
μm. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 18. EUB338 probe (a) vs. Photobacterium probe (b). The EUB338 probe binds to many bacteria (green arrow) within 
the tunic (white arrow) and the light organ (yellow arrow). In contrast, the Photobacterium probe only illuminated the light 





When the EUB338 and Photobacterium probes were combined, variability in the 
intensity of signal emission was evident. Photobacterium Pa-1. was brightest when both probes 
were combined. For example, under the green filter, the bacteria are seen as in previous 
observations, concentrated around the outer edges of the light organ with a clear space in the 
center (Fig. 19). When the red filter is used, the same outer edges are packed with 
Photobacterium Pa-1. fluorescing orange (Fig. 19b). This orange fluorescence confirms the 












Fine Structure and Bacterial Cluster Location in P. atlanticum (SEM) 
SEM was utilized to discern high resolution three dimensional fine structural details of P. 
atlanticum and the bacteria associated with the light organ. Confirmation of observations made 
in the light microscopy and FISH analysis described in the previous section was a goal of this 
analyses. Fine structural details of the gill basket and tunic (Fig. 20) were important to examine 
in order to orient zooids and possible light organs. Areas were observed that were adjacent to 
zooids which contained intracellular clusters of cells approximately 1-2 microns in diameter and 
were morphologically similar to bacteria (Fig. 21, 22, 23). The openings of each zooid contain 
numerous bacterial clusters (Fig. 21), and higher magnification shows the clusters packed 
together (Fig. 22). Previous studies have questioned whether the luminescent bacteria are 
Figure 19. EUB338 and Photobacterium probes in green (a) vs. red (b). The orange fluorescence in Photobacterium Pa-1. is 




intracellular or extracellular. SEM images suggest bacterial clusters are located intracellularly, 
since a cell membrane was evident covering the clusters (Fig. 24, 25).  
During SEM analysis, crystals were observed in the pyrosome tissue which were similar 
to descriptions in the literature of paracrystalline bodies. These have been described as associated 
with luminescence in invertebrates (Thuesen et al., 2010).  The crystals found around the 
bacterial clusters exhibit intricate formations (Fig. 24, 26, 27), in which each crystal is 
approximately 50-60 μm in length (Fig. 24, 27). These crystals are similar in size to the 
hemihydrates found in the bioluminescent deep-sea medusae (Tiemann et al., 2002). Energy 
Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) of the structures indicates they contained the elements 
calcium and sulfur, suggesting they are composed of the mineral gypsum (Fig. 28). Calcium and 
sulfur have been seen associated with other crystalline structures in bioluminescent organisms 
(Liu et al., 2000). In some cases, the light organ was located intact within parts of the tunic, with 
crystalline structures near the bacterial clusters (Fig. 29). Bacterial clusters in some specimens 
shown in the literature exhibit a more scattered pattern (Nyholm and McFall-Ngai, 1998), which 
is different from our observations of clusters of bacteria in the light organ of P. atlanticum which 














Figure 20. Pyrosoma atlanticum tunic structure with gill basket 


































Figure 21. Bacterial clusters detached from the tetrazooids. 
Figure 22. Higher magnification of bacterial clusters in the zooid. 
Figure 23. Single opening of zooid with bacterial clusters 
































Figure 24. Bacterial clusters (bc) and paracrystalline (p) structures 
are present.   
bc 
p 
Figure 25. High magnification of an intact bacterial cluster in a 
bacteriocyte cell. Clusters range from 5-10 μm with individual 
intact bacteria ranging from 1-2 μm. 
cluster 
Figure 26. Calcium and sulfur paracrystalline structure 
































Figure 28. EDS of paracrystalline structures observed 
indicating they are composed of CaS. Pd is from the coating.  
Figure 29. Intact light organ (~30 μm diameter) semi encased in 
the tunic. Red scale bar is set at 50 μm.   
Figure 27. In situ higher density of paracrystalline (p) structures 
associate with intracellular bacteria. Each crystal is approximately 50-




Ultrastructure of the Microbial Population in P. atlanticum (TEM) 
When the light organ was captured in TEM sections, the overall structure and 
intracellular clusters of bacteria were apparent and analogous to light and SEM microscopy 
observations. In some cases, the pair of light organs can be viewed in the same plane, with many 
organelles distinguishable (Fig. 31). Intact light organs were isolated, and ultrastructurally they 
exhibit two distinct regions (Fig. 31-34). Within the light organ, the bacteria typically are 
clustered towards one end with organelles such as the nucleus surrounded by mitochondria (Fig. 
31-34).  
TEM examination of the pyrosome epithelial tissue in thin section revealed the presence 
of approximately 1-2 micron cells morphologically typical of bacteria (Fig. 31-40). These 
bacterial cells had a coccoid morphology and were opaque in the TEM sections. They were 
characterized by a “fuzzy” appearance with cells walls of unequal thickness, which produced 
distinct ring-like structures within the microbes (Fig. 31, 32). They exhibited thick cells walls 
and had a double membrane around each cell, typical of Gram-negative bacteria (Fig. 31,32) 
(Beveridge, 2006). 
The microbial cells are intracellular and associated with mitochondria (Fig. 35). Their 
intracellular location is confirmed by observation of a cell membrane that encases both microbial 
cells and mitochondria (Fig. 35). Mitochondria were abundant inside the cytoplasm. At higher 
magnification, the microbes were clustered intracellularly with as many as 7 bacteria within each 
tunicate “bacteriocyte” cell (Fig. 30). From several cross-sections analyzed, an average of 
approximately 5-7 bacteria was observed within each cell (Fig. 31-40). However, SEM showed a 
different three-dimensional perspective, with each bacterial cluster having around 25-50 bacteria. 
Cells containing these bacteria are associated with abundant mitochondria and endoplasmic 
reticulum (Fig. 31-40). In some cases, the mitochondria are closely associated with the bacteria 
(Fig. 38-40). Clusters of microbes and mitochondria are shown for comparison (Fig. 40), and 
these membrane-bound bacteria cell clusters are reminiscent of “bacteriocytes”, which are cells 
that contain multiple bacteria in intracellular vacuoles. The bacteria can be easily distinguished 
from the mitochondria by the presence of prominent cristae in the mitochondria (Fig. 39, 40).  
In some cases, the bacteria are clustered around an “opening” that suggests excretion 
activity (Fig. 35). It appears that fluid filled vesicles are pinching off and moving to the 
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extracellular environment. The nature of these is unknown, or whether these excretory products 



























Figure 32. Higher magnification of the light organ shown in Fig. 
31. It is exhibiting excretion functions shown in detail in Fig. 35.  
b b 
Figure 31. Lower magnification view of both light organs (white 
arrow). Bacteriocytes nuclei, bacteria, and mitochondria visible 
































Figure 33. Higher magnification view of Fig. 32. Intact light 
organ with clear distinction between the two regions of the 
organ (white arrow). Bacteria are clustered near the edge of the 
organ (red arrow). See light micrograph photo (Fig.10) for 
comparison.  
Figure 34. Light organ with bacteria (b) present, large nucleus 




Figure 35. Bacteria within the light organ suggest intracellular to 


































Figure 36. Intracellular microbes (b) with endoplasmic reticulum 
(er) distributed throughout the cell.   
Figure 37. Featherlike structure (f) of microbes (b) exhibiting 


































Figure 39. Intracellular microbes (b) in bacteriocytes (bc) displaying different cell thicknesses. In addition, cells 





Figure 38. Cristae of the mitochondria (m) distinctly shown 
compared to the intracellular microbes (b) within the cell 
(membrane – mb). The cells on the right appear to have just 
















16S rRNA Analysis  
 A total of 13 samples were analyzed, 3 P. atlanticum and 10 seawater samples. Tissue 
samples were analyzed for pyrosomes with water samples for comparison at the same depths – 
each pyrosome sample had a corresponding water sample. Seawater samples were from two 
different sites at the same sample depth of 1500m. A total of 396K MiSeq reads and 497 
Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs) were produced.  
In all three pyrosome samples, Photobacterium sp. r33 showed the best match to the most 
abundant 16S rRNA sequences in our pyrosome microbiomes (Table 4). In order to confirm the 
identity of the symbiont, the sequence derived from the MiSeq run was aligned with the 
sequence of Photobacterium sp. r33 from NCBI (Fig. 41). This was done through the NCBI 
BLAST program (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). This alignment showed it was a 99% 
match with only a single base pair that was different, however, until its identity is 100% 
confirmed with further genomic data, it will be referred to as Photobacterium Pa-1 outside of 
16S analytics.  
In the CTD samples, it is shown that the relative abundance of Photobacterium sp. r33 is 
less than 0.12%, while in DMSO1 it was 74.20%, RNALater6 had 70.88%, and RNALater7 had 
39.60%. These numbers were calculated through CosmosID. When pyrosome samples are 
Figure 40. Cell membrane (cm) surrounding the bacteria (b) are 







compared to the water samples from the same trawl depths (Easson and Lopez, 2018), there are 
dramatic differences in diversity of bacterial types between the pyrosome and water samples 
(Fig. 42). The water samples were diverse while the pyrosome samples are more homogenous. 
The top two bacteria in the pyrosome samples are Photobacterium sp. r33 and Vibrio_us 
(unidentified species). Photobacterium, Vibrio, Enterovibrio, and Vibrionaceae are known 
luminescent genera and family (Hastings and Nealson, 1977), respectively, and they comprise 
about 50% of the most abundant bacteria found in the pyrosome samples (Fig. 42) (Hastings and 
Nealson, 1977). There are over a 1100 species found in the water samples. Some of these species 
are found solely in the water samples, with no trace in the pyrosomes and they include 
















Figure 41. BLAST alignment of recorded Photobacterium sp. r33 from NCBI and sequence of Photobacterium 



















































































































































































































The 16S rRNA phylogenetic tree generated by MAFFT shows a clear division between 
the genera Vibrio and Aliivibrio with the genus Photobacterium. All sequences used in this tree 
are from known bioluminescent species (Fig. 43). The sequence “MiSeq_Photobacterium” is 
grouped with only Photobacterium species, which indicates how closely related these species 
are. Based on CosmosID, this specific strand has been identified as Photobacterium sp. r33 and 























Figure 43. Phylogenetic tree based on 16S rRNA sequences of marine bioluminescent bacteria. Sequence pulled from MiSeq 
boxed in green. 
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Genome Sequencing  
 The 16S rRNA data showed that Photobacterium sp. R33 had the highest relative 
abundance (Table 4). Whole genome sequencing was conducted in order to extract lux genes to 
determine if this bacterium caused the bioluminescence. However, there was more pyrosome 
than Photobacterium DNA within the samples, meaning that the mitochondrial genome of 
Pyrosoma atlanticum was sequenced instead. Due to more pyrosome DNA, lux genes were not 
extracted, and deeper sequencing would be needed in order to do so. Whole genome sequencing 
produced a contig of 14,302 base pairs (bp) long with 26X coverage. A preliminary phylogeny 
based on the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (COI) genes shows how distinct P. 

























P. atlanticum Structure of the Light Organ 
Based on P. atlanticum image and genetic analyses (light, TEM, SEM, FISH, and 16s 
rRNA sequencing), it evident that bioluminescent Photobacterium Pa-1 are contained 
intracellularly in “bacteriocytes”. The bacteriocytes can be found packed around the outer edges 
within the light organ. Therefore, images and genetic data suggest an intracellular location of 
Photobacterium Pa-1 in bacteriocyte cells. These cell types have intracellular vacuoles which 
contain multiple bacteria, and have been found in several different marine holobionts including 
tunicates (Kwan et al., 2012;Lopez, 2019).  
Source of Bioluminescence in Pyrosoma atlanticum 
The genus Photobacterium is known to show substantial ecophysiological diversity, 
which includes free-living, symbiotic, and parasitic lifestyles (Labella et al., 2017). The 
bioluminescent species, in particular P. aquimaris, P. damselae, P. kishitanii, P. leiognathi, and 
P. phosphoreum, exhibit free-living and symbiotic lifestyles. They can be found in dense 
populations associated with tissues in the light organs of their selective hosts (Labella et al., 
2017). These tissues could be reflectors, shutter lens, or other tissues that are used to control, 
target, and diffuse the bacterial light produced from the organisms’ body (Urbanczyk et al., 
2011). Some of the hosts of P. kishitanii and P. leiognathi are marine fish, squid, and octopus. 
However, P. leiognathi has established a highly specific symbiosis with fish families 
Leiognathidae, Acropomatidae, and Apogonidae, while P. damselae has been found to form a 
symbiosis only with damselfish (Labella et al., 2017). Similar host specificity is exhibited by 
Photobacterium Pa-1 as indicated by the high relative abundance of Photobacterium sp. r33 
from 16S sequencing as well as the micrographs from light microscopy. SEM, TEM, and FISH 
confirm that Photobacterium Pa-1 inhabits the light organ of P. atlanticum. 
Photobacterium sp. hosts range from fish to squid and are found throughout the water 
column. The bacterially luminous fish are widely distributed in coastal demersal, epibenthic, and 
pelagic waters (Urbanczyk et al., 2011). The fishes that house P. leiognathi and P. 
mandapamensis are more commonly found in shallower and warmer waters, whereas P. 
kishitanii can be found in fish inhabiting deeper waters (Dunlap et al., 2007;Kaeding et al., 
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2007;Nelson et al., 2016). The pelagic tunicate, P. atlanticum, can now be added now as a host 
of Photobacterium Pa-1.  
The acquisition of the Photobacterium remains quite a mystery. There is much to be 
learned when it comes to how and when the hosts of Photobacterium initiate symbioses. 
Nuchequula nuchalis and Siphanic versicolor, both fish species, have light organs that develop 
before the symbiotic bacteria are acquired (Urbanczyk et al., 2011).  This poses the question of 
whether there is horizontal or vertical transmission of microbial symbionts in these hosts. 
Horizontal transmission is the acquisition of symbionts from the environment, while vertical 
transmission is the acquisition of symbionts from the previous generation (Bright and 
Bulgheresi, 2010). In deep-sea ceratioid fishes it is believed that the bioluminescent symbionts 
are acquired from the environment during the larval migration of the fish from surface waters to 
the bathypelagic water, albeit in low levels of abundance (Freed et al., 2019). These symbionts 
were found in low levels of abundance in both mesopelagic and bathypelagic zones which 
suggest that the microbes are not obligately dependent on the hosts for growth. Anglerfish appear 
to not acquire the symbionts from the environment until they mature and move to lower depths 
(Freed et al., 2019). Another example of an organism that acquires its bioluminescent symbionts 
from the environment is the Hawaiian Bobtail squid (Nyholm and McFall-Ngai, 2004). In the 
case of P. atlanticum, the data show (Table 4) for Photobacterium Pa-1 transmission it is most 
likely vertical because the water samples contained 0-0.14% while pyrosome samples contained 
40-74% of the symbiont. Since P. atlanticum is specifically known to reproduce both sexually 
and asexually through internal fertilization and budding (Holland, 2016), vertical transmission of 
the Photobacterium Pa-1 symbiont is plausible. The 16S rRNA analyses and micrographs 
support the concept that the acquisition of symbionts is through vertical transmission.  
Fluorescence in situ Hybridization 
Several control probe controls were used to demonstrate that Photobacterium Pa-1 was 
located in the light organ of P. atlanticum. The protocol of using sections taken from the same 
individual, with different probes demonstrated this. Although in microscopy there is, by its 
nature variability in orientation, the light organ itself may exhibit some variability in morphology 
in micrographs. However, in the FISH analyses the signals produced essentially remain the same. 
In some cases, the probe was very bright, and the microscope shutter had to be partially closed in 
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order to record an image. This also explains why some images have a green or red tint compared 
to those with no probes. The probes likely emitted a strong signal because of the number and 
specificity of hybridized probes. The hybridization was also effective because of the formamide 
concentration used (35%) within the buffer. This concentration is important because formamide 
serves to lower the DNA melting temperature that allows for hybridization to occur without 
compromising the stringency of the probe (Meinkoth and Wahl, 1984).  
The EUB338 probe bound to more bacteria than the Photobacterium probe due to having 
a more conservative sequence than the variable region V4 of the Photobacterium. The 
Photobacterium probe needed to be highly specific in order to bind to just Photobacterium Pa-1. 
The EUB338 probe fluoresced a greenish tint under the green filter cube (500-570nm) and 
produced more signals than the Photobacterium probe. With this general probe a wider variety of 
bacteria was shown throughout the zooids. The red filter cube (610~750 nm) served as the 
defining filter for the Photobacterium probe. The EUB338 probe showed that all bacterium 
fluoresced red and not orange while the slides with both probes or the solely Photobacterium 
probe fluoresced orange while using the red filter cube. What made the red filter the 
distinguishing factor was the fact that Photobacterium fluoresced orange while the other bacteria 
fluoresced red. The orange fluorophores confirmed that Photobacterium Pa-1 was located in the 
light organ. All the results described above demonstrate the presence of bacteria in the light 
organ using all methods employed: light, fluorescence, electron microscopy, or genetic 
techniques.  
P. atlanticum Bacteria Morphology 
Bacterial symbionts have been described in many invertebrates (McFall-Ngai et al, 2013; 
Lopez 2019), however only one paper has produced a description of the ultrastructure of 
photogenic organelles assumed to be bacteria in pyrosomes (Mackie and Bone, 1978). There is 
precedence for bacteria to be contained intracellularly or within bacteriocytes, including 
tunicates (Kwan et al., 2012). The P. atlanticum photobacteria were found to be exclusively 
coccoid in morphology and 1-2 μm in diameter, in agreement with previous bacterial 
ultrastructural descriptions in other eukaryotic hosts (Nealson et al., 1981). The SEM, TEM, light 
microscopy, and histology images produced a more detailed description of the bacteria found in 
P. atlanticum than in any previous work done on pyrosomes. Extracellular and free living 
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bacterial symbionts are typically rod shape and are more elongated (Nealson et al., 1981) than 
the bacteria present in the pyrosomes. With the morphological similarities to Gram-negative 
bacteria, this provides strong support that these cells are of microbial origin aiding in the 
validation of the hypothesis that P. atlanticum uses bacterial symbiosis in their bioluminescence 
mechanism (Dunlap, 2009). Gram staining could not be done directly on the bacteria because 
neither they, nor the light organ, could be isolated. 
Distribution of Bacteria in Organisms Related to Bioluminescence 
In context of the mechanisms of bioluminescence, thus far both microbial and 
mineralogical evidence of the interaction between microbes and pyrosome cells has been 
generated. The SEM and TEM findings of degraded microbial cells supports the concept of the 
release of enzymes by the bacteria, with subsequent loss of bacterial cell function. Clusters of 
bacteria at the interior borders of the cells in the light organ, as well as of fluid filled vesicles 
migrating to the extracellular environment suggests the presence of an excretory function. 
Previous work on P. atlanticum had not determined whether the bacteria are intra- or 
extracellular, and only one study has hypothesized an intracellular organization for pyrosome 
bacterial symbionts (Nealson et al., 1981).  The current study provides strong evidence of an 
intracellular location of the bacteria through visualizing the light organs in light, fluorescence, 
and electron microscopy. Intracellular organization, in conjunction with host mediated 
bacteriocyte structure, indicates a highly interdependent and specialized biochemical relationship 
between the bacteria and host cells (Nealson et al., 1981). These micrographs provide the first 
evidence of such an intracellular configuration for these bacterial symbionts in P. atlanticum. 
Intracellular symbionts represent the most highly adapted of bacterial symbionts 
(Shigenobu et al., 2000), which would be the case of the highly adapted bioluminescent bacterial 
symbionts found in P. atlanticum. These bacteria were found previously associated with 
mitochondria inside pyrosome cells (Nealson et al., 1981). It has been noted that there are several 
similarities between the respiratory chain of mitochondria and bioluminescent bacteria (Rees et 
al., 1998;Bourgois et al., 2001). Bacterial luciferase has previously been viewed as “an 
alternative” electron transport pathway, however, it is actually considered an “alternative” 
oxidase (Bourgois et al., 2001). This is why the entire photogenic system of bioluminescent 
bacteria scavenges not only reducing equivalents (luciferase), but also ATP and NADPH. The 
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close association also ties into the fact that the organism needs to consume a certain amount of 
energy to produce the visible spectrum of the bioluminescent light (Rees et al., 1998). In most 
cases it would be the blue photon (~470 nm), which requires about 255 J mol-1. The fact that 
bioluminescence requires a lot of energy and mitochondria produces ATP, might explain why the 
mitochondria and microbes are so closely associated and densely packed into the cells (Bourgois 
et al., 2001). 
Light microscopy revealed microbial localization within the luminous organ, and the 
bacterial symbionts were identified by FISH. TEM clearly indicated intracellular bacteria 
concentrated in the organ. There were as many as 72 discrete bacteriocytes found in a single light 
organ in light microscopy. However, in SEM and TEM there is a much lower range in number of 
bacteria present. This could be due to the plane in which it was sectioned so there were likely 
more Photobacterium sp. per cell than that observed using EM. In each micrograph, regardless 
of the type of microscopy used, the bacteria were concentrated on the interior border of the cells 
with clear space in the center. This begs the question as to what point do the bacteria concentrate 
at the edges.  
It can be estimated that as many as 684~1140 bacteria can be found within the P. 
atlanticum light organ, based on how many bacteria can fit in the bacteriocytes and the volume 
of the light organ. This observation would be interesting for future research, to determine if the 
orientation of bacteria in the luminous organ plays a role in the production of, or stages in, 
luminescence production. The observation of secretion from the light organ to the extracellular 
environment in the TEM images suggests some compounds are being excreted from the light 
organ. The nature of these is not known but suggests they may be involved in the production of 
light. 
Comment on Preservation Methods 
 Samples were stored in a variety of preservation methods – frozen, DMSO, or RNALater. 
The preservation methods that provided the best quality DNA were DMSO and RNALater. 
DMSO over time has shown that it is the most reliable and successful preservation method of 
tissue samples (Dawson et al., 1998). The importance of preservation method is the quality of 
DNA. The higher quality the DNA, the better and more reliable the 16S rRNA results will be. 
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The samples that were stored in DMSO and RNALater showed the most defined molecular 
weight and amplified the best. 
Significance  
Bioluminescence is found in many invertebrates. While most are not bacterial in nature, 
in the case of the pyrosomes the phenomenon appears due to bacterial symbionts. The degree to 
which this bioluminescent mechanism is similar in terms of the organelles and symbionts 
involved, compared to other bacterial based bioluminescence, is not known. The results obtained 
in this study identify the specific bacterial symbionts involved using genetic methods, which 
were also enhanced by an ultrastructural study to discern morphological characteristics of both 
the bacteria and the host organism. These ultrastructure and microscopy studies also helped 
produce a more detailed description of the pyrosome light organ and its potential mechanism for 
bioluminescence, contributing to our knowledge of pyrosomes. Identifying the bacteria 
intracellular location provides additional understanding into a unique luminescent mechanism, 
because most bacterial bioluminescence is extracellular. If highly specialized intracellular 
microbes are identified, critical insight into the holobiont’s evolutionary path may be discerned. 
This study also determined that the bacterial symbionts are different in the light organ compared 
to those found in the rest of the organism. Understanding the taxonomy of this bioluminescent 
microbe could indicate  how it is acquired by the tunicate, since many bioluminescent microbes 
exist in marine habitats and hosts (McFall-Ngai, 2014;Freed et al., 2019).  
The fact that the P. atlanticum light organs has a relatively homogenous microbiome, 
with Photobacterium Pa-1 making up a majority of the signal, supports the concept that 
symbionts are transferred vertically throughout generations. The pyrosome inherits the bacteria 
from previous generations and hosts them in an environment only in which the bioluminescent 
bacteria can survive (the light organ). Most bioluminescent bacterial symbionts have been shown 
to be acquired through the environment. For example, the horizontal transmission mode has been 
seen in the Hawaiian bobtail squid as well as deep sea anglerfish (Lee and Ruby, 1994;Nyholm 
and McFall-Ngai, 1998;Ruby and Lee, 1998;Baker et al., 2019). When comparing the pyrosome 
microbiome to the seawater samples, less than 0.001% of the water sample microbiome was 
composed of Photobacterium sp.33.  Nonetheless, unequivocal proof of vertical transfer would 
be the identification of these bacteria in P. atlanticum larvae. Although interesting, this question 
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is beyond the scope of this thesis. Although bioluminescence has been described in pyrosomes 
for over 100 years, and pyrosomes are found in all the world’s oceans, this is the first in-depth 
characterization of the light organ microbiome in the pyrosome. By utilizing both genetic and 
microscopy methods, more complete and complementary data was analyzed for the assessment 
of bacterial symbiosis in P. atlanticum. This is the first study to document that Photobacterium 
Pa-1 is found symbiotically within the light organ of P. atlanticum and suggest they may be 
vertically transmitted.  
Relevance to Ongoing Research Programs 
This project dovetails with other deep-sea and molecular marine projects such as 
DEEPEND (Deep-Pelagic Nekton Dynamics of the Gulf of Mexico), the characterization of 
marine organisms such as GIGA (Global Invertebrate Genomics Alliance) (Lopez JV, 
2013;Scientists, 2014) and the Earth Microbiome Project (Thompson et al., 2017). The 
DEEPEND Consortium’s research initiative is to characterize the oceanic ecosystem of the 
northern Gulf of Mexico in order to surmise baseline conditions throughout the water column. 
Since the deep-pelagic is one of the largest and understudied habitats on Earth, DEEPEND has 
shed light on this mysterious environment. P. atlanticum is one of the inhabitants encountered on 
DEEPEND cruises throughout the water column with little known about the organism. This 
project contributes key insight into one of the major players in this understudied ecosystem.  
GIGA’s research goals are to sequence, assemble, and annotate whole genomes and/or 
transcriptomes of the world’s invertebrates (Scientists, 2014). Currently only three tunicates have 
been sequenced, Ciona intestinalis, Ciona savignyi, and Oikopleura dioica. Ciona sp. are sessile 
tunicates and O. dioica is a pelagic tunicate. Due to this study, P. atlanticum is a viable candidate 
to sequence for its whole genome since the almost complete mitochondrial genome has been 
sequenced. Sequencing this tunicate further provides data that falls in line with the goals of 
GIGA. P. atlanticum serves as a tractable model for exploring symbioses, more specifically an 
intracellular bioluminescent symbiosis. Constructing the whole genome of P. atlanticum would 






A comparative study of the light organ and body of the pyrosome, in terms of the 
microbiome present, could show even more specificity of the symbionts in the light organ. It is 
estimated that less than 2% of bacteria can be cultured in a laboratory setting (Wade, 2002), so 
being able to culture a highly specific bacteria would add to the ground work for studying 
intracellular bacteria in a laboratory setting without the host organism. A comparative study of 
the light organ and whole body would also build on extraction techniques using Laser Capture 
Microdissection.  
Future work could focus on the ultrastructure during stimulated bioluminescence and 
compare it to pyrosomes which have not been stimulated. This would elucidate potential 
ultrastructural variability related to these mechanisms. The bacteria have been seen in differing 
states of degradation and clustering in the SEM and TEM micrographs. In previous studies, the 
luciferase assayed from the disrupted pyrosomes displayed fast kinetics akin to that of 
Photobacterium species (Nealson et al., 1981). Since little is known of the production 
mechanisms of luciferase and it has been confirmed that Photobacterium Pa-1 is the bacterial 
symbiont, these mechanisms should be studied in more detail. If the states of degradation are 
correlated to the production of the luciferase, it would give insight into where exactly the 
chemical reactions occur.  
 
Conclusions 
 This study provides new insights into the bioluminescent mechanism of P. atlanticum. 
Our findings support bioluminescence is bacterial based and is caused by Photobacterium Pa-1. 
Family Vibrionaceae is known to contain three genera of bioluminescent bacteria, including 
Photobacterium. Photobacterium Pa-1 are found intracellularly and within the light organs of P. 
atlanticum. They were found in great relative abundances in these pyrosomes at about 40-74%, 
dominating the microbiome. More specifically, the bioluminescent symbiont community 
primarily contained this species of Photobacterium while the next abundant symbiont was found 
in family Vibrionaceae. Future studies could focus on comparing the microbiome of the whole 
tunicate to that of the light organ in order to show just how selective an environment the light 
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Laser Capture Microdissection for Light Organ Isolation 
 Laser capture microdissection (LCM) was developed in order to overcome limitations 
and drawbacks of current methods for isolating tissue samples (Emmert-Buck et al., 1996). Such 
methods were dissection of frozen blocks to enrich tissue samples, irradiation of manually inked-
stained sections, and microdissection with manual tools (Emmert-Buck et al., 1996). With the 
development of LCM, it became a method to obtain subpopulations of tissue cells under direct 
microscopic observation (Espina et al., 2006). It can either harvest the target cells directly or cut 
away unwanted tissue from the target cells. This method provides histologically pure cell 
populations, especially important in pathology (Espina et al., 2006). The advantages of using 
LCM to isolate cells compared to previous methods is that it is simple, requires no moving parts 
and no manual steps that enable one-step transfer of cells/tissue. The transferred tissue retains its 
original morphology and it is performed quickly, whereas when manual microdissection was 
performed, it took many intensive and labor grueling hours to obtain the same results (Emmert-
Buck et al., 1996).  
 This method is mainly used in the medical field, more specifically for pathology 
purposes. Today, it is branching out with its applicability and is even being implemented in the 
microbiology field. LCM can provide samples for a variety of downstream applications since it 
is compatible with a many tissue types, cellular staining and preservation methods (Espina et al., 
2006). The samples can be used for molecular profiling of tissue, detecting and comparing 
cellular molecular signatures, and even cellular elements within microenvironments (Espina et 
al., 2006). More importantly, LCM can be used for real time- PCR (RT-PCR), genomic and 
proteomic profiling, and plant and cell biology (Espina et al., 2006). Previously hard and near 
impossible regions can now be reached and has become particularly useful in studying plant 
structures (Kerk et al., 2003).  
With all of the advancements and applications of LCM, this study attempted to utilize 
this procedure in order to isolate the light organs of P. atlanticum. The isolation of the light 
organ would provide a more specific/concentrated bacterial population. The light organ is 
described to be about 20-30 μm in diameter deeming it a perfect candidate to undergo LCM for 
isolation. The goal was to be able to dissect out the pairs of light organs from each slide so there 
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was enough cells and DNA to amplify in PCR. The PCR product would then be used for 16S 
rRNA sequencing for a more concentrated population and compare that with the microbiome of 
the whole pyrosome.  
Six samples were fixed in RNALater and one was fixed in 2% Glutaraldehyde in Sodium 
Cacodylate Buffered Sea-water fixative. In order to avoid contamination samples were hand 
processed instead of using a tissue processor. They underwent an ethanol series for dehydration, 
starting at 50% EtOH in order to rinse samples of the original fixative. They were then cleared 
using 100% xylene and molten Paraplast Plus®, then embedded in Paraplast Xtra®. Sections (4 
μm thick) were made using the Leica RM 2125 microtome and mounted on Leica PEN 
(polyethylene naphthalate) slides. Sections were stained with Harris’s hematoxylin and eosin 
following a modified protocol. The deparaffinizing stage included 3 xylene washes for 2 minutes 
each and 2 100% EtOH washes for 2 minutes each. The sections were then hydrated in 95% 
EtOH, then 80% EtOH, and DI H 2O for 2 minutes each. They sat in hematoxylin for 1 minute 
then the excess stain was washed in tap water. Then sections were placed in Eosin for 30 seconds 
and then destained for 45 seconds with 95% EtOH. They were then dehydrated in 2 washes in 
100% EtOH for 3 minutes each. Sections air dried for 30 seconds then were checked using an 
Olympus BX43 light microscope.  Samples were dissected out from slides using a Leica LMD 
7000 laser capture microdissection microscope. Samples that were used for PCR were dissected 
out using 40x magnification with power 15, aperture 1, and speed 10 for the laser. 
Once the samples were dissected using the LCM, they were checked for their DNA 
concentration using gel electrophoresis. The samples were identified to have no DNA and 
therefore unable to be amplified for sequencing. There are a few possible reasons as to why this 
procedure did not yield usable DNA. One being that a modified staining protocol was used and 
not the recommended protocol from Leica. Another is that Chelex solution was used for a one-
step extraction instead of a specific LCM extraction kit. The sections used were about 4 μm thick 
instead of 8-10 μm, which could have not provided enough tissue to use. If this procedure were 
to be run again, samples would be thicker (10 μm) and the Leica protocol would be used for 
H&E staining. For extraction, the PicoPure DNA extraction kit would be used since it is tailored 
specifically for LCM products. Although this attempt was unsuccessful, it paved the way for 
incorporating a medical technique in a bacterial study. Using LCM on an organism other than a 
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Collection Maps – Courtesy of Dr. Rosanna Milligan  




















## To update, need (at a minimum) are your own lat / lon data in a .csv file with 
## a column for "cruise", and a column for "day/night"  
 
#all.stations <- read.csv("Combined ONSAP & NRDA datasheets for total abundance 
analysis_NEW VOLUMES (JUL 2018).csv") 
all.deepend <- read.csv("DEEPEND ALL DATA + MOCNESS + CHLA (MAR 2020).csv") 
levels(as.factor(all.deepend$cruise_no)) 
 
all.deepend$cruise <- paste("DP0", all.deepend$cruise_no, sep="") 
 
deployments <- ddply(all.deepend, .(cruise, deployment, day_night), 
                     summarise, 
                     "mean_lon" = mean(mean_lon), 






dp05 <- subset(deployments, deployments$cruise=="DP05") 
dp06 <- subset(deployments, deployments$cruise=="DP06") 
 
dp05 <- unique(dp05) 
dp05 <- unique(dp06) 
 
######################################################################## 
#Started Here for my data  
gebco.bathy <- open.nc("GEBCO_2014_2D_-98.5833_17.3654_-78.5192_31.5321.nc") 
print.nc(gebco.bathy) 
 
tmp <- read.nc(gebco.bathy) 
names(tmp) 
 
## http://menugget.blogspot.com/2014/01/importing-bathymetry-and-coastline-data.html#more    
 
z <- array(tmp$elevation, dim=dim(tmp$elevation)) 
z <- z[,seq(ncol(z))] 
 
xran <- range(tmp$lon) 
yran <- range(tmp$lat) 
zran <- range(tmp$elevation) 
lon <- tmp$lon 





colfunc <- colorRampPalette(c("darkblue","blue", "lightblue","lightblue","yellow", "orange", 
"red")) 
 
breakpoints <- seq(-1,1,0.1) 
colfunc.manual <- colfunc(20) 
 
 
## FOr colour maps, run this: 
ocean.pal <- colorRampPalette( 
  c("#000000", "#000209", "#000413", "#00061E", "#000728", "#000932", "#002650",  
    "#00426E", "#005E8C", "#007AAA", "#0096C8", "#22A9C2", "#45BCBB",  
    "#67CFB5", "#8AE2AE", "#ACF6A8", "#BCF8B9", "#CBF9CA", "#DBFBDC",  
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    "#EBFDED") 
) 
 
land.pal <- colorRampPalette( 
  c("#336600", "#F3CA89", "#D9A627",  
    "#A49019", "#9F7B0D", "#996600", "#B27676", "#C2B0B0", "#E5E5E5",  




## For black and white, run this:  
#ocean.pal <- colorRampPalette(c("grey20", "grey80")) 
 
#land.pal <- colorRampPalette( 
#  c("#FFFFFF")) 
 
zbreaks <- seq(-7500, 5500, by=10) 




colfunc <- colorRampPalette(c("darkblue","blue", "lightblue","yellow", "orange", "red")) 
 
breakpoints <- seq(7, 15, 0.1) 




## In my datasets, I have some duplicated rows. If you don't, you can ignore this one step. 
dp05n <- unique(subset(dp05, dp05$day_night=="Night")) 
dp05d <- unique(subset(dp05, dp05$day_night=="Day")) 
 
dp06n <- unique(subset(dp06, dp06$day_night=="Night")) 
dp06d <- unique(subset(dp06, dp06$day_night=="Day")) 
 
 
## DP05 & DP06 only 
 
##Change to your own working directory 
 
## DP05 & DP06 only 
 
#(remove the ) # in front of the lines below to save your maps as jpeg files (don't forget the  
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## one in front of dev.off()) 
 
#jpeg(filename="Environmental Comparison Plots/DP05 locations.jpg", pointsize=48,  
#     height=2400, width=3000, units="px") 
windows(15,10) 
image(lon, lat, z=z, col=cols, breaks=zbreaks, useRaster=TRUE, ylim=c(27, 31),  
      xlim=c(-90, -84), xlab="Longitude", ylab="Latitude", asp=1/1) 
box() 
 
contour(x=lon, y=lat, z=z, levels=(0.0), col="black", lwd=1.5, add=T) 
contour(x=lon, y=lat, z=z, col="grey30", levels=c(seq(-200, -5000, -500)), add=T, 
        labels=c(seq(200, 5000, 200)), drawlabels=FALSE) 
points(DP05$Lat~DP05$Lon, pch=17, lwd=2,  col="black", cex=2) 
points(DP06$Lat~DP06$Lon, pch=17, lwd=2,  col="red", cex=2) 
points(OER$Lat~OER$Lon, pch=17, lwd=2,  col="purple", cex=2) 
 






#jpeg(filename="Environmental Comparison Plots/DP06 locations.jpg", pointsize=48,  
#     height=2400, width=3000, units="px") 
 
image(lon, lat, z=z, col=cols, breaks=zbreaks, useRaster=TRUE, ylim=c(26, 31),  
      xlim=c(-93, -85), xlab="Longitude", ylab="Latitude", asp=1/1) 
box() 
 
contour(x=lon, y=lat, z=z, levels=(0.0), col="black", lwd=1.5, add=T) 
contour(x=lon, y=lat, z=z, col="grey30", levels=c(seq(-200, -5000, -500)), add=T, 
        labels=c(seq(200, 5000, 200)), drawlabels=FALSE) 
points(dp06d$mean_lat~dp06d$mean_lon, pch=21, lwd=2,  col="black", bg="white", cex=2) 
points(dp06n$mean_lat~dp06n$mean_lon, pch=21, lwd=2,  col="black", bg="black", cex=2) 
 
legend("topleft", legend="July 2018")#, bty="n") 









##DeepSearch only for Thesis- Modified Dr. Milligan Code  
windows(15,10) 
image(lon, lat, z=z, col=cols, breaks=zbreaks, useRaster=TRUE, ylim=c(26, 31),  
      xlim=c(-93, -85), xlab="Longitude", ylab="Latitude", asp=1/1) 
box() 
 
contour(x=lon, y=lat, z=z, levels=(0.0), col="black", lwd=1.5, add=T) 
contour(x=lon, y=lat, z=z, col="grey30", levels=c(seq(-200, -5000, -500)), add=T, 
        labels=c(seq(200, 5000, 200)), drawlabels=FALSE) 
 
points(OER$Lat~OER$Lon, pch=19, lwd=2,  col="black", cex=2) 
 
legend("topleft", legend="June 2019", bg="white") 
legend("topright", legend=c("OER"), fill=c( "black"), bg="white")#, bty="n") 
 
Simper  
dat <-table.from.biom  
t.dat <- as.data.frame(t(dat)) 
dat <-t.dat 
metadata<-pyro_meta_g 
common.rownames <- intersect(rownames(dat),rownames(metadata)) 
dat <- dat[common.rownames,] 






dat.pa<-decostand(dat.dom, method ="pa") 
dat.otus.05per<-which(colSums(dat.pa) > (0.05*nrow(dat.pa))) 
dat.05per<-dat.dom[,dat.otus.05per] 
dat.ra<-decostand(dat.05per, method = "total") 
dat.rat <- as.data.frame(t(dat.ra)) 
View(dat.rat) #double check it worked before making a txt file 
write.table(dat.rat, "C:/Users/ajber/Documents/Lex_16S_data/dat.rat.txt", sep="\t",row.names = 
T) 
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Abstract  
The pelagic tunicate, Pyrosoma atlanticum, is known for its brilliant bioluminescence, but the 
mechanism causing this bioluminescence has not been fully characterized. This study identifies 
the bacterial bioluminescent symbionts of P. atlanticum collected in the northern Gulf of Mexico 
using various methods such as electron microscopy, light microscopy, and molecular genetics. 
The bacteria are localized within a specific pyrosome light organ. Bioluminescent symbiotic 
bacteria of Vibrionaceae composed >50% of taxa in tunicate samples (n=13), which was shown 
by utilizing current molecular genetics methodologies. While searching for bacterial lux genes in 
2 tunicate samples, we also serendipitously generated a draft tunicate mitochondrial genome 
which was used for P. atlanticum pyrosome identification.  Furthermore, a total of 396K 
MiSeq16S rRNA reads provided pyrosome microbiome profiles to determine bacterial symbiont 
taxonomy. After comparing with the Silva rRNA database, a 99% sequence identity matched a 
Photobacterium sp. R33-like bacterium (which we refer to as Photobacterium Pa-1) as the most 
abundant bacteria within P. atlanticum samples. Specifically-designed 16S rRNA V4 probes for 
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) verified the Photobacterium Pa-1 location around the 
periphery of each pyrosome luminous organ. Scanning and transmission electron microscopy 
(SEM, TEM respectively) confirmed a rod-like bacterial presence which also appears 
intracellular in the light organs. This intracellular bacterial localization may represent a 
bacteriocyte formation reminiscent of other invertebrates.  
 






Bioluminescence is an important adaptive trait in ocean dwelling taxa and appears to be 
more prevalent than previously thought (Martini and Haddock, 2017). Over 700 animal genera 
are known to include luminous species, with more than 80% being marine organisms(Widder, 
2010). Within this group, 90% of pelagic organisms between 200-1000m are known to have 
bioluminescent capabilities. In addition, fishes, squid, and shrimp are able to modify aspects of 
their light production, such as the intensity, kinetics, wavelength, and angular distribution. The 
emission of light by organisms has evolved independently over 40 times in marine and terrestrial 
organisms(Haddock et al., 2010). This emphasizes the evolutionary importance of the 
bioluminescence mechanism (Haddock and Case, 1999). There are several critical ways 
bioluminescence can aid an organism’s survival. Bioluminescence can facilitate food location 
and capture, attract a mate, allow for species recognition, and functions as a defense mechanism 
(Widder, 2010).   
With regard to bioluminescence, the tunicate pyrosomes derive their name from the 
Greek words pyro (“fire”) and soma (“body”) from the “fiery” bioluminescence that is produced 
at night (Sutherland et al., 2018).  Pyrosomes were classified by Lamarck and Huxley under the 
subphylum Tunicata (previously known as Urochordata) due to the zooids that composed these 
organisms being encased by a tunic (Huxley, 1851;Lemaire and Piette, 2015).  Pyrosomes are 
approximately 95% water and are extremely well adapted for rapid growth and efficient energy 
use. Transparency makes pyrosomes difficult to see at any depth, which is why they can be 
found throughout the pelagic realm. Aside from being transparent, and of limited nutritional 
value, pyrosomes have few sensory or predator-avoidance adaptations. Most biological 
processes, such as feeding, respiration, and swimming occur simultaneously through contraction 
of the same muscles (Alldredge and Madin, 1982).   
Pyrosome tunicates remain one of the least studied planktonic grazers, despite their 
widespread distribution and ecological significance. Pyrosomes are characterized as highly 
successful planktonic grazers, and swarms of these colonies can consume substantial amounts of 
phytoplankton (Alldredge and Madin, 1982;Décima et al., 2019). The tunicates have been noted 
for their potential to restructure the food web when aggregating in large quantities (Sutherland et 
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al., 2018). The species of our study Pyrosoma atlanticum been observed since the 1840s 
worldwide and can be found in tropical and temperate waters ranging from 45°N to 45°S. 
Bioluminescence in planktonic colonial tunicates is not as common as in other pelagic 
organisms (Haddock et al., 2010). The pyrosome is the most well-known example of 
bioluminescence in colonial tunicates, but it has recently been found that two other urochordate 
groups have luminous members. A deep-sea doliolid was recently described to have 
bioluminescence (Robison et al., 2005) as well as a shallow living benthic ascidian, Clavelina 
miniate (Aoki et al., 1989;Chiba et al., 1998;Hirose, 2009). The bioluminescence mechanisms 
are not well understood in these tunicates, but in Appendicularians they secrete luminous 
inclusions or use a coelenterazine + luciferase system (Galt and Sykes, 1983;Galt and Flood, 
1998). Pyrosome bioluminescence appears unique compared to other pelagic organisms and is 
likely to be bacterial in nature (Mackie and Bone, 1978). The bacterial origin of luminescence is 
generally proposed on the basis of microscopic observation of bacteria in the light organ.  The 
bacteria-like cells in the light organ of Pyrosoma atlanticum are intracellular and may have 
undergone considerable biochemical specialization (Mackie and Bone, 1978;Holland, 2016). 
However, since these symbionts have not been successfully cultivated, little is known about the 
physiology of the microbial symbionts associated with bioluminescence. 
Microbial symbionts occur in almost every organism and many partnerships have not 
been sufficiently studied (McFall-Ngai et al., 2013). Discrete and innovative symbioses are 
widespread throughout the oceans, ranging from tropical and temperate coastal regions (e.g. 
coral reefs) to midwater and deep-sea habitats (e.g. brine pools) (Cordes et al., 2009;Roth, 2014).  
Luminous bacteria are all Gram-negative, non-spore-forming, have cell walls difficult to 
penetrate, are motile, and are generally chemoorganotrophic (Dunlap, 2009). Bioluminescent 
symbiosis is fundamentally different than other types of symbiotic associations (Dunlap, 2009). 
With most microbial mutualisms, the host relies nutritionally on the microbial symbiont, such as 
chemosynthetic bacterium or photosynthetic algae, and without these symbionts, the host growth 
suffers significantly (Dunlap, 2009). In bioluminescent symbioses, the host without bacterial 
symbionts has been found in laboratory settings to grow and develop at the same level as its 
counterparts with their bioluminescent bacterial symbionts (Dunlap, 2009). Another distinctive 
feature is that many bacterial bioluminescent symbionts appear to be extracellular, suggesting a 
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facultative association, whereas in obligate symbiosis the bacteria are found intracellularly 
(Dunlap, 2009). Even though most bacterial symbionts are extracellular, there are a few that 
appear intracellularly. The intracellular luminescent bacteria differ morphologically and 
biochemically from almost all other bacteria since they appear longer than oval or subspherical 
rods and without granules (Mackie and Bone, 1978).   The present study on a relatively unknown 
pelagic tunicate, P. atlanticum, intends to reveal various aspects of its bioluminescence such as 
its ultimate source, anatomical and cellular location 
 
Methods 
Sample Collection and Fixation 
Tunicate samples were collected through the Deep Pelagic Nekton Dynamics of the Gulf 
of Mexico (DEEPEND) consortium (Milligan et al., 2018). In 2017, a number of midwater 
trawls were conducted on DEEPEND Cruise DP05, during which various species of fish, 
crustaceans, cephalopods, and other pelagic species were collected from the Gulf of Mexico, 
among those was P. atlanticum. Five individuals were stored in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in 
our Microbiology and Genetics Laboratory at Nova Southeastern University after DEEPEND 
cruises. In addition to these 2017 samples, 29 more samples were collected from the Gulf of 
Mexico on the July 2018 DEEPEND Cruise DP06. Samples were collected from depths of 0-
1500 meters at multiple collection sites for both cruises and stored in DMSO and RNALater. 
However, only 2 samples were viable candidates for genetic sequencing (Table 1’).  In 2019, an 
additional 12 P. atlanticum samples in the Gulf of Mexico were collected during the NOAA 
DeepSearch Cruise aboard the R/V Point Sur (Supp. Fig. 1’). A total of 15 samples from 3 
cruises to utilize for the several methodologies employed in this study (Table 1’). 
Light and Fluorescence Microscopy (Histology) 
 Samples were fixed in 2% Glutaraldehyde in Sodium Cacodylate Buffered Sea-water 
fixative. They were placed in 70% EtOH overnight and processed through a graded series of 
ethanols, cleared, and infiltrated with molten Paraplast Plus®, and embedded in Paraplast 
Xtra®. Using a Leica RM 2125 microtome, 4 μm thick sections were cut and mounted on 
microscope slides. Sections were then stained with Harris’s hematoxylin and eosin. Slides were 
examined using an Olympus BX43 light microscope at 4–60x magnification.  Fluorescence 
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microscopy was performed on an Olympus IX70 Fluorescence Microscope with green (500-
570nm) and red (610 ~750nm) filter cubes. Bacteriocytes were counted in section using the 
histology sections. A structure was considered a bacteriocyte if it was dark and within the 
interior of the light organ. Further estimations of the quantity of bacteria able to fit within the 
light organ used TEM and SEM micrographs in addition to the light micrographs. 
Electron Microscopy – Scanning and Transmission 
SEM samples were stored in a 2% glutaraldehyde in sodium cacodylate buffered 
seawater fixative. Pyrosomes were dissected in the fixative and divided into three sections per 
sample. They were rinsed three times in sodium cacodylate buffered sea water, postfixed in 1% 
osmium tetroxide, rinsed in the sea water buffer, dehydrated through a graded series of ethanol 
(20, 50, 70, 95, and 100%), and dried in hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). Dried samples were 
outgassed overnight, coated with palladium in a sputter coater, and examined in a Philips XL-30 
Field Emission SEM at the University of Miami Center for Microscopy (UMCAM) located in 
the Chemistry Department at the University of Miami Coral Gables Campus.  
TEM samples were prepared similarly to SEM except that samples at the last dehydration 
step  (100% ETOH) were embedded in Spurr resin and polymerized for 3 days at 60°C. Blocks 
were trimmed, sectioned, floated onto grids, stained with either Uranyl Acetate and/or Lead 
Citrate and examined in a JEOL 1400X TEM located at the University of Miami Miller School 
of Medicine TEM Core Lab. Semi-thin sections of TEM prepared samples were examined in an 
IX-70 fluorescent microscope to examine gross structures. 
DNA Extraction and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
 Total microbiome DNAs were extracted with the standard protocol for the Qiagen 
PowerLyzer PowerSoil kit. this study focused on amplifying the 16S gene of the unknown 
bacteria in the luminescent organ of the pyrosome. Once DNA extractions were completed, the 
polymerase chain reactions (PCR) was run using Invitrogen Platinum Hot Start PCR Master Mix 
(2x) and the universal primers 515F and 806R. The 515F and 806R primers were used to amplify 
the 200bp sequence of the V3 and V4 region of the 16S gene (Caporaso et al., 2011;Easson and 
Lopez, 2019). The PCR products were cleaned via AMPure XP beads. This process was used to 
purify the 16S V3 and V4 amplicon away from free primers and primer dimer species. 
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(Chakravorty et al., 2007). The final DNA concentration was checked using a Qubit2.0 (Life 
Technologies). 
Illumina High- Throughput Metagenomic Sequencing  
The 16S rRNA gene fragment was the target for bacterial identification via high 
throughput sequencing (Easson and Lopez, 2018;O’Connell et al., 2018). Samples were prepared 
for sequencing following the 16S Illumina Amplicon Protocol per the Earth Microbiome Project 
(Kuczynski et al., 2011;Thompson et al., 2017). The final PCR products were checked for their 
DNA concentrations using a Qubit 2.0, which is a fluorometer created to precisely measure 
nucleic acids or proteins. Once concentrations were obtained, each sample was diluted to a 
normalization of 4pM. All DNA samples were library pooled and rechecked on the Qubit to 
make sure the concentration is between 4-6 ng/μL. A final quality check was done using an 
Agilent Bio analyzer Tapestation 2000, which reads the quality of the template DNA and for any 
possible contamination.. The final product was loaded into an Illumina MiSeq system for 16S 
metagenomics DNA at 500 cycles using V2 chemistry. The sequencing followed a modified 
Illumina workflow protocol.  
Mitochondrial and Microbiome Sequencing and Analysis 
  For whole genome sequencing, the Illumina Nextera XT DNA Sample Prep Kit was 
used for library preparation previously described (Urakawa et al., 2019). A final quality check 
was done using an Agilent Bio Analyzer Tapestation 2000 as well. The Illumina MiSeq was used 
for sequencing, running samples at 300 cycles (for 150 bp library) due to the small library sizes 
of 254 and 292 bp. For genome assembly and annotation, Galaxy and Blast2Go were utilized 
(Götz et al., 2008;Afgan et al., 2018).  
 The Quantitative Insights into Microbial Ecology v.2 (QIIME2) pipeline was used to 
demultiplex, quality filter, assign taxonomy, reconstruct phylogeny, and produce diversity 
analysis and visualizations from the FASTQ DNA sequence files (Caporaso et al., 2010). The 
quality filtering and trimming of the data was conducted in DADA2, which was used to create a 
feature table that was utilized in R Studio. The QIIME2-generated sequences were assigned 
taxonomy through a learned SILVA classifier (silva-132-99- 515-806-nb-classifier.qza). This 
feature table was used for SIMPER statistical analysis in R Studios. A SIMPER analysis was 
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used to determine which taxa are driving the differences in the water and pyrosome samples 
(Rees et al., 2004). Additional comparisons were made in CosmosID, a bioinformatic pipeline 
used for microbial analysis that employs a phylogenetic and k-mer based approach to 
metagenomics. FASTQ files were uploaded to CosmosID, which provided relative abundance 
described in a heatmap comparison. Further data analysis used 16S rRNA multiple sequence 
alignments with MAFFT, the Multiple Alignment using Fast Fourier Transform program (Katoh 
and Standley, 2013) in order to generate a phylogeny to compare the extracted 16S sequence 
from the MiSeq run with known luminescent bacterial species. Pyrosome sequences have been 
deposited to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (#PRJNA636187). 
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 
 Pyrosome (P. atlanticum) samples were stored in paraformaldehyde and dehydrated 
through an ethanol series, cleared in xylenes, and infiltrated with paraffin. Serial sections were 
cut at 4 μm and 8 μm and mounted. They were then deparaffinized with xylene and ethanol 
series (100-70%). After mounting the sections, specialized probes were added to localize the 
bacteria within the light organs of the pyrosome. Optimal probe sequences were designed by 
using MAFFT alignments (Katoh and Standley, 2013). MAFFT utilized the novel tunicate 16S 
rRNA sequences of the Illumina MiSeq run we generated, combined with previously determined 
16S sequences from various bacterial species (DQ889917, DQ889916, DQ889915, DQ889914, 
DQ889913) from NCBI database to find the most specific V4 region of Photobacterium sp. r33 
for the probe to identify bioluminescent symbiont location within the pyrosome zooid (Table 
2). The alignment is shown as a supplementary figure (Supp. Fig. 1). 
MAFFT aligned the 16S rRNA sequences from the selected samples. The 
Photobacterium sequence, TTCAGGTGTAGCGGTGAAATGC, was chosen because it specific 
to Photobacterium in the most variable V4 region alignment. This signified that there was no 
similarity in this sequence with the various bacterial sequences chosen for comparison. The high 
specificity was required in order to specifically detect the Photobacterium in FISH prepared 
slides. The probes were then tested on NCBI PROBE Database (www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/probe) 
and Microbial Ribosomal Databases Probe Match (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/probe 
match/search.jsp) (Negandhi et al., 2010). 
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Labeled probes for FISH were manufactured by IDT Inc (Iowa, US) The dye used for the 
Photobacterium-specific probe was Cy3, which is a standard orange-fluorescent label for nucleic 
acids and was attached at the 5’ end (Table 3). The control probe EUB338 is a universal bacteria 
probe and was dyed with 6-FAM (fluorescein)(Negandhi et al., 2010). FAM (fluorescein) is the 
most commonly used fluorescent dye attachment for oligonucleotides and this particular dye was 
attached at the 3’ end and will appear green. The probes attach to one end or the other to allow 
for overlap. This is possible because the two probes’ nucleotide sequences are at different 
location on the ribosome (either the 5’ or 3’ end). When imaging the samples, only orange and 
green fluorescence should appear, and red fluorescence should be excluded due to double 
binding. This means both probes should bind to the targeted Photobacterium sp. which will 
present the orange fluorescence with the rest of the bacteria appearing green. 
FISH protocols followed closely to previously described methods (Sharp et al., 
2007;Negandhi et al., 2010). For example, FISH hybridization buffer (35% formamide) was 
made to contain 5M NaCl, 40 μl 1M Tris-HCl, 700 μl formamide, 900 μl H2O, and 2 μl 10% 
SDS, and applied as 45 μl mixed with 5 ng/μl of the desired probe, for a total of 50 μl per slide. 
Pyrosome tissues were then incubated inside a humidity chamber with a paper towel that was 
saturated with the hybridization buffer for 2 hours at 46°C. After hybridization, slides were put 
in a buffer wash for 20 minutes at 48°C (buffer consists of 700 μl 5M NaCl, 1 ml 1M Tris-HCl, 
500 μl 0.5 EDTA, 50 ml H2O, and 50 μl 10% SDS). Slides were quickly rinsed with dH2O and 
air dried.  
FISH was performed on three samples with two sections each. The control runs utilized 
probe EUB338. In addition to the control, a slide with no probes as well as slides with both 
EUB338 and Photobacterium probes were hybridized. This allowed for an autofluorescence 
assessment and aided in eliminating background noise. Slides were examined using an Olympus 









Structure and Morphology of the Light Organ: Light and Fluorescence Microscopy 
Light and fluorescent microscopy were able to identify the P. atlanticum luminous light 
organs, as well as any potential microbes observed.  Due to the visible location of light organs in 
the tissue, it was straightforward to determine where the organs were in thin section, and 
anatomical structural features were evident even in unstained sections. The light organ and 
bacteria were well resolved under light microscopy, with the buccal siphon and the light organs, 
located on each side, clearly identified (Fig. 1a’). The left and right light organs were usually 
fully intact with the 30-50 μm luminous organ well resolved (Fig. 1a’).  The light organs were 
oval shaped structures, with each exhibiting a nodule at the end. Within the light organ, there 
was a clear space in the center, with the bacteria clustered around the interior. At higher 
magnification, it is evident that what appear to be bacteria are clustered in the light organ with as 
many as 72 bacteriocytes evident in a single light organ (Fig. 1b’). This value was calculated by 
counting the number of dark structures within the light organ.  
Sequencing of P. atlanticum Microbiomes and Partial Mitochondrial Genome 
 A total of 13 samples were sequenced, encompassing 3 P. atlanticum and 10 seawater 
samples. The seawater samples were sequenced at a different time by Easson and Lopez (Easson 
and Lopez, 2019). The samples are meant to give a general profile for comparison. In all three 
pyrosome samples, Photobacterium sp. r33 showed the best match to the most abundant 16S 
rRNA sequences in our pyrosome microbiomes (Table 3). In order to confirm the identity of the 
symbiont, the sequence derived from the MiSeq run was aligned with the sequence of 
Photobacterium sp. r33 from NCBI (Fig. 2’). This was done through the NCBI BLAST program 
(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). This alignment showed it was a 99% match with only a 
single base pair that was different. To compare tunicate microbiomes with seawater, each 
pyrosome sample was matched to a previously sequenced seawater microbiome at depth 
corresponding to the tunicate collections.  Seawater samples were from two different sites at the 
same sample depth of 1500m. A total of 396K MiSeq reads and 497 Amplicon Sequence Variant 
(ASV) were produced. 
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In the 10 CTD samples, the relative abundance of Photobacterium sp. r33 appears less 
than 0.12 %, while in DMSO1 it was 74.20%, RNALater6 had 70.88%, and RNALater7 had 
39.60%. These numbers were calculated through CosmosID. When pyrosome samples are 
compared to the water samples from the same trawl depths (Easson and Lopez, 2018), there are 
dramatic differences in diversity of bacterial types between the pyrosome and water samples 
(Fig. 2’). The water samples showed a diverse bacterial community while all three pyrosome 
samples had more homogenous microbiomes. The top two bacterial taxa in the pyrosome 
samples are Photobacterium sp. r33 and Vibrio_us (unidentified species). Photobacterium, 
Vibrio, Enterovibrio, and Vibrionaceae are known luminescent genera and family (Hastings and 
Nealson, 1977), respectively, and they comprise about 50% of the most abundant bacteria found 
in the pyrosome samples (Fig. 2’) (Hastings and Nealson, 1977). There are over a 1100 bacterial 
species found in the water samples.  
In an effort to find detect and characterize lux genes of a bacterial photosymbiont causing 
bioluminescence, we ran a whole genome Illumina sequencing run.  Unfortunately, bacterial lux 
genes were not detected in the assemblies.  However, a mitochondrial DNA contig of 14,302 
base pairs (bp) long was generated serendipitously with 26X coverage.  The mtDNA sequences 
provided an opportunity to gain a genetic basis for the taxonomic identity of P. atlanticum. We 
found the closest match to  P. atlanticum was another  o thus found carried out a preliminary 
phylogeny based on the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (COI) genes shows how 
distinct P. atlanticum is from other tunicate species (Supplemental Fig. x ), especially between 
another pelagic tunicate. 
 
Fluorescence in situ Hybridization (FISH) 
Under fluorescence microscopy, the pyrosome exhibited a considerable amount of 
autofluorescence. However, the bacteria were clearly discernable (Fig. 1’). If histology sections 
are compared with those prepared for FISH analyses, similar orientation, and morphology of the 
two light organs is evident (Fig. 3’). Shown in both methodologies are the putative 
“bacteriocytes” containing bacteria concentrated at the outer edges of the organ with a clear 
space in the center.   
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Control FISH included pyrosome sections that was incubated with no fluorescent probes. 
The control sections reflected native background autofluorescence and did not display the degree 
of fluorescence seen in sections hybridized with probes (Fig. 3a’). This comparison shows that 
the probes appear to be annealing specifically to their respective DNA targets and producing a 
signal after stringent washing. The pair of light organs illuminated without a probe, but not as 
brilliantly as when the EUB338 and Photobacterium probes were used (Fig. 3b’). The signal 
produced with both probes was very intense and, as anticipated, bacteria other than those in the 
light organ, can be seen emitting a signal. Due to the light intensity, the shutter on the 
microscope was partially closed for the sections hybridized with probes while the sections with 
no probes were imaged with the shutter remain fully open.  
The EUB338 probe is designated as the universal bacteria probe and is designed to bind 
to almost all bacteria within the sample. As expected, the fluorescent signal is apparent not only 
in the light organ, but also in surrounding tissue as well (Fig 3c’). Most bacteria emit a slightly 
green signal. The morphology of bacteria is different in the tissue throughout the section, ranging 
from coccoid in the light organ, to bacterium with flagella-like structures in the tunic. When the 
Photobacterium probe was employed, only the light organ emitted a signal (Fig. 3d’). Other 
areas of the tunic do not emit a signal, confirming that the photobacteria were concentrated in, 
and were not present outside, the light organ. 
When the EUB338 and Photobacterium probes were combined, variability in the 
intensity of signal emission was evident. Photobacterium Pa-1 was brightest when both probes 
were combined. For example, under the green filter, the bacteria are seen as in previous 
observations, concentrated around the outer edges of the light organ with a clear space in the 
center (Fig. 3e’). When the red filter is used, the same outer edges are packed with 
Photobacterium Pa-1 fluorescing orange (Fig. 3f’). This orange fluorescence confirms the 
presence of Photobacterium Pa-1 in the light organ.  
Fine Structure and Bacterial Cluster Location in P. atlanticum (SEM) 
SEM was utilized to discern high resolution three dimensional fine structural details of P. 
atlanticum and the bacteria associated with the light organ. Confirmation of observations made 
in the light microscopy and FISH analysis described in the previous section was a goal of this 
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analyses. In some cases, the light organ was located intact within parts of the tunic, with 
crystalline structures near the bacterial clusters (Fig. 4’). 
Ultrastructure of the Microbial Population in P. atlanticum (TEM) 
The microbial cells appear intracellular and associated with mitochondria (Fig. 5a’). 
Their intracellular location is confirmed by observation of a cell membrane that encases both 
microbial cells and mitochondria (Fig. 5a’). Cells containing these bacteria are associated with 
abundant mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 5a, 5b’). In some cases, the 
mitochondria are closely associated with the bacteria (Fig. 5a’). Clusters of microbes and 
mitochondria are shown for comparison (Fig. 5a’), and these membrane-bound bacteria cell 
clusters are reminiscent of “bacteriocytes”, which are eukaryotic structures or cells that contain 
multiple bacteria in intracellular vacuoles. The bacteria can be easily distinguished from the 
mitochondria by the presence of prominent cristae in the mitochondria (Fig. 5a’).  In some cases, 
the bacteria are clustered around an “opening” that suggests excretion activity (Fig. 5c’). It 
appears that fluid filled vesicles are pinching off and moving to the extracellular environment. 




P. atlanticum Structure of the Light Organ 
The light organ of P. atlanticum appeared to conform to previous depictions (Holland 
2016).   This study now shows the first detailed image and genetic analyses (light, TEM, SEM, 
FISH, and 16s rRNA sequencing) of P. atlanticum, with Photobacterium sp. r33-like 
bioluminescent symbionts contained intracellularly in “bacteriocytes”. The bacteriocytes can be 
found packed around the outer edges of the light organ. Therefore, our data suggest an 
intracellular location of Photobacterium Pa-1 in bacteriocyte cells. These cell types have 
intracellular vacuoles which contain multiple bacteria, and have been found in several different 




Source of Bioluminescence in Pyrosoma atlanticum 
  We have now demonstrated a likely bacterial source for bioluminescence in P. 
atlanticum which appears as the closest match to Photobacterium sp. r33. However, we cannot 
unequivocally claim the identity without further genomic data (Fox et al., 1992;Janda and 
Abbott, 2007). The genus Photobacterium is known to show substantial ecophysiological 
diversity, which includes free-living, symbiotic, and parasitic lifestyles (Labella et al., 2017). 
The bioluminescent species, in particular P. aquimaris, P. damselae, P. kishitanii, P. leiognathi, 
and P. phosphoreum, exhibit free-living and symbiotic lifestyles. They can be found in dense 
populations associated with tissues in the light organs of their selective hosts (Labella et al., 
2017). These tissues could be reflectors, shutter lens, or other tissues that are used to control, 
target, and diffuse the bacterial light produced from the organisms’ body (Urbanczyk et al., 
2011). Some of the hosts of P. kishitanii and P. leiognathi are marine fish, squid, and octopus. 
However, P. leiognathi has established a highly specific symbiosis with fish families 
Leiognathidae, Acropomatidae, and Apogonidae, while P. damselae has been found to form a 
symbiosis only with damselfish (Labella et al., 2017). Similar host specificity is exhibited by 
Photobacterium Pa-1 as indicated by the high relative abundance of Photobacterium sp. r33 
from 16S sequencing as well as the micrographs from light microscopy. SEM, TEM, and FISH 
confirm that Photobacterium Pa-1 inhabits the light organ of P. atlanticum. 
Photobacterium sp. hosts range from fish to squid and are found throughout the water 
column. The bacterially luminous fish are widely distributed in coastal demersal, epibenthic, and 
pelagic waters (Urbanczyk et al., 2011). The fishes that house P. leiognathi and P. 
mandapamensis are more commonly found in shallower and warmer waters, whereas P. 
kishitanii can be found in fish inhabiting deeper waters (Dunlap et al., 2007;Kaeding et al., 
2007;Nelson et al., 2016). The pelagic tunicate, P. atlanticum, can now be added now as a host 
of Photobacterium Pa-1.  
 
Symbiont location 
Several control probe controls were used to demonstrate that Photobacterium Pa-1 was 
located in the light organ of P. atlanticum. The protocol of using sections taken from the same 
individual, with different probes demonstrated this. Although in microscopy there is, by its 
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nature variability in orientation, the light organ itself may exhibit some variability in morphology 
in micrographs. However, in the FISH analyses the signals produced essentially remain the same. 
In some cases, the probe was very bright, and the microscope shutter had to be partially closed in 
order to record an image. This also explains why some images have a green or red tint compared 
to those with no probes. The probes likely emitted a strong signal because of the number and 
specificity of hybridized probes. The hybridization was also effective because of the formamide 
concentration used (35%) within the buffer. This concentration is important because formamide 
serves to lower the DNA melting temperature that allows for hybridization to occur without 
compromising the stringency of the probe (Meinkoth and Wahl, 1984).  
The EUB338 probe bound to more bacteria than the Photobacterium probe due to having 
a more conservative rRNA sequence than the variable region V4 of the Photobacterium. The 
EUB338 probe fluoresced a greenish tint under the green filter cube (500-570nm) and produced 
more signals than the Photobacterium probe. With this general probe a wider variety of bacteria 
was shown throughout the zooids. The red filter cube (610~750 nm) served as the defining filter 
for the Photobacterium probe. The EUB338 probe showed that all bacterium fluoresced red and 
not orange while the slides with both probes or the solely Photobacterium probe fluoresced 
orange while using the red filter cube. What made the red filter the distinguishing factor was the 
fact that Photobacterium fluoresced orange while the other bacteria fluoresced red. The orange 
fluorophores confirmed that Photobacterium Pa-1 was located in the light organ. All the results 
described above demonstrate the presence of bacteria in the light organ using all methods 
employed: light, fluorescence, electron microscopy, or genetic techniques.  
P. atlanticum Bacteria Morphology 
Bacterial symbionts have been described in many marine invertebrates (McFall-Ngai et 
al, 2013; Lopez 2019), however only one paper has produced a description of the ultrastructure 
of photogenic organelles assumed to be bacteria in pyrosomes (Mackie and Bone, 1978). There 
is precedence for bacteria to be contained intracellularly or within bacteriocytes, including 
tunicates (Kwan et al., 2012). The P. atlanticum photobacteria were found to be exclusively 
coccoid in morphology and 1-2 μm in diameter, in agreement with previous bacterial 
ultrastructural descriptions in other eukaryotic hosts (Nealson et al., 1981). The SEM, TEM, light 
microscopy, and histology images produced a more detailed description of the bacteria found in 
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P. atlanticum than in any previous work done on pyrosomes. Extracellular and free living 
bacterial symbionts are typically rod shape and are more elongated (Nealson et al., 1981) than 
the bacteria present in the pyrosomes. With the morphological similarities to Gram-negative 
bacteria, this provides strong support that these cells are of microbial origin aiding in the 
validation of the hypothesis that P. atlanticum uses bacterial symbiosis in their bioluminescence 
mechanism (Dunlap, 2009). Gram staining could not be done directly on the bacteria because 
neither they, nor the light organ, could be isolated. 
Distribution and Acquisition of Bacteria in Organisms Related to Bioluminescence 
In context of the mechanisms of bioluminescence, thus far both microbial and 
mineralogical evidence of the interaction between microbes and pyrosome cells has been 
generated. The SEM and TEM findings of degraded microbial cells supports the concept of the 
release of enzymes by the bacteria, with subsequent loss of bacterial cell function. Clusters of 
bacteria at the interior borders of the cells in the light organ, as well as of fluid filled vesicles 
migrating to the extracellular environment suggests the presence of an excretory function. 
Previous work on P. atlanticum had not determined whether the bacteria are intra- or 
extracellular, and only one study has hypothesized an intracellular organization for pyrosome 
bacterial symbionts (Nealson et al., 1981).  The current study provides strong evidence of an 
intracellular location of the bacteria through visualizing the light organs in light, fluorescence, 
and electron microscopy. Intracellular organization, in conjunction with host mediated 
bacteriocyte structure, indicates a highly interdependent and specialized biochemical relationship 
between the bacteria and host cells (Nealson et al., 1981). Our current microscopy data provide 
the first evidence an intracellular configuration for these bacterial symbionts in P. atlanticum. 
Intracellular symbionts represent the most highly adapted of bacterial symbionts (Shigenobu et 
al., 2000), which would be the case of the highly adapted bioluminescent bacterial symbionts 
found in P. atlanticum.  
The intracellular feature also brings up questions of how the Photobacterium Pa-1 
symbiont may be acquired. There is much to be learned when it comes to how and when the 
hosts of Photobacterium initiate symbioses. Nuchequula nuchalis and Siphanic versicolor, both 
fish species, have light organs that develop before the symbiotic bacteria are acquired 
(Urbanczyk et al., 2011).  This poses the question of whether there is horizontal or vertical 
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transmission of microbial symbionts in these hosts. Horizontal transmission is the acquisition of 
symbionts from the environment, while vertical transmission is the inheritance of symbionts 
from previous generations (Bright and Bulgheresi, 2010).  In deep-sea ceratioid fishes it is 
believed that the bioluminescent symbionts are acquired from the environment during the larval 
migration of the fish from surface waters to the bathypelagic water, albeit in low levels of 
abundance (Freed et al., 2019). These symbionts were found in low levels of abundance in both 
mesopelagic and bathypelagic zones which suggest that the microbes are not obligately 
dependent on the hosts for growth. Anglerfish appear to not acquire their photosymbionts that 
illuminate esca from the environment until they mature and move to lower depths (Freed et al., 
2019). In one of the best examples of horizontal transmission,  bioluminescent Vibrio fischeri 
symbionts appear to move freely from the environment to a residence within the Hawaiian 
Bobtail squid via special ducts (Nyholm and McFall-Ngai, 2004). The light organ crypts have a 
small window for V. fischeri to inoculate - between 30 and 60 minutes after hatching do these 
crypts open (Nyholm and McFall-Ngai, 2004).  
In the case of P. atlanticum, the data show (Table 4) that for Photobacterium Pa-1, 
transmission is most likely vertical.  Finding a relative paucity of Photobacterium Pa-1 
sequences in our large pelagic GoM dataset (of Easson and Lopez 2019), support that the 
bioluminescent symbiont is probably transmitted vertically. The seawater samples showed 
virtually no presence of Photobacterium sp. r33-like sequences (0.0-0.12%) compared to 
pyrosome samples which contained a dominant concentration of 40-74% of the symbiont. Since 
P. atlanticum is specifically known to reproduce both sexually and asexually through internal 
fertilization and budding (Holland, 2016), vertical transmission of the Photobacterium sp. r33 
symbiont is plausible. The 16S rRNA analyses and micrographs support the concept that the 
acquisition of symbionts is through vertical transmission. However, we realize that full 
confirmation requires an analysis of pyrosome larvae which is beyond the scope of this study.    
Association with mitochondria   
Photobacteria were found previously associated with mitochondria inside pyrosome cells 
(Nealson et al., 1981). It has been noted that there are several similarities between the respiratory 
chain of mitochondria and bioluminescent bacteria (Rees et al., 1998;Bourgois et al., 2001). 
Bacterial luciferase has previously been viewed as “an alternative” electron transport pathway, 
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however, it is actually considered an “alternative” oxidase (Bourgois et al., 2001). This is why 
the entire photogenic system of bioluminescent bacteria scavenges not only reducing equivalents 
(luciferase), but also ATP and NADPH. The close association also ties into the fact that the 
organism needs to consume a certain amount of energy to produce the visible spectrum of the 
bioluminescent light (Rees et al., 1998). In most cases it would be the blue photon (~470 nm), 
which requires about 255 J mol-1. The fact that bioluminescence requires a lot of energy and 
mitochondria produces ATP, might explain why the mitochondria and microbes are so closely 
associated and densely packed into the cells (Bourgois et al., 2001). 
Light microscopy revealed microbial localization within the luminous organ, and the 
bacterial symbionts were identified by FISH. TEM clearly indicated intracellular bacteria 
concentrated in the organ. There were approximately 60 bacteriocytes found in a single light 
organ in light microscopy. Precise estimates of bacteriocyte numbers could be due to the plane in 
which tissues were sectioned, so there may likely more Photobacterium sp. per cell than that 
observed using EM. In each micrograph, regardless of the type of microscopy used, the bacteria 
were concentrated on the interior border of the cells, while the bacteriocytes made up the 
periphery of light organ itself, surrounding a non-cellular space in the center. This begs the 
question as to what point do the bacteria concentrate at the edges.  
It can be estimated that as many as 480~1200 bacteria can be found within the P. 
atlanticum light organ, based on visualization of 5-7 bacteria within a single bacteriocyte (Fig. 5 
) and the volume of the light organ. To determine if the orientation of bacteria in the luminous 
organ plays a role in the production of, or stages in, luminescence production would pose 
interesting questions future research. The observation of secretion from the light organ to the 
extracellular environment in the TEM images suggests some compounds are being excreted from 
the light organ. The nature of these is not known but suggests they may be involved in the 
production of light. 
Future Work 
A comparative study of the light organ and body of the pyrosome, in terms of the 
microbiome present, could show even more specificity of the symbionts in the light organ. It is 
estimated that less than 2% of bacteria can be cultured in a laboratory setting (Wade, 2002), so 
being able to culture a highly specific bacteria would add to the ground work for studying 
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intracellular bacteria in a laboratory setting without the host organism. A comparative study of 
the light organ and whole body would also build on extraction techniques using Laser Capture 
Microdissection (Berger, 2020).   
Future work could focus on the ultrastructure during stimulated bioluminescence and 
compare it to pyrosomes which have not been stimulated. This would elucidate potential 
ultrastructural variability related to these mechanisms. The bacteria have been seen in differing 
states of degradation and clustering in the SEM and TEM micrographs. In previous studies, the 
luciferase assayed from the disrupted pyrosomes displayed fast kinetics akin to that of 
Photobacterium species (Nealson et al., 1981). Since little is known of the production 
mechanisms of luciferase and it has been confirmed that Photobacterium sp. r33 is the bacterial 
symbiont, these mechanisms should be studied in more detail. If the states of degradation are 
correlated to the production of the luciferase, it would give insight into where exactly the 
chemical reactions occur.  
 This study provides new insights into the bioluminescent mechanism of P. atlanticum. 
Our findings support bacterial based bioluminescence which is caused by a closely matching to 
Photobacterium sp. r33. Family Vibrionaceae is known to contain three genera of 
bioluminescent bacteria, including Photobacterium. Photobacterium sp. r33 are found 
intracellularly and within the light organs of P. atlanticum. They were found in great relative 
abundances in these pyrosomes at about 40-74%, dominating the microbiome. More specifically, 
the bioluminescent symbiont community primarily contained this species of Photobacterium 













Figures and Tables  
Figure 1. Orientation of both light organs on either side of the buccal siphon (a). Higher 
magnification of individual light organ (LO) with bacteria (or more likely bacteriocytes) 
(b). 
Figure 2. Relative abundance of bacterial taxa (at the species level) across different 
samples. Columns 1 – 3 represent microbiomes derived from tunicate specimens 
preserved under different conditions. The next ten samples show bacterial distributions in 
seawater samples from the same location. 
Figure 3. The light organs (green arrows) with no probe and the shutter wide open (a) vs. 
4 μl of both EUB338 and Photobacterium probe with the shutter partially closed (b). 
Scale bar = 100 μm. EUB338 probe (c) vs. Photobacterium probe (d). The EUB338 
probe binds to many bacteria (green arrow) within the tunic (white arrow) and the light 
organ (yellow arrow). In contrast, the Photobacterium probe only illuminated the light 
organ. Scale bar = 100 μm and 50 μm, respectively. EUB338 and Photobacterium probes 
in green (e) vs. red (f). The orange fluorescence in Photobacterium Pa-1 is found 
exclusively concentrated around the edges of the light organ (yellow arrow). Scale bar = 
20 μm. 
Figure 4. Intact light organ (~30 μm diameter) semi encased in the tunic. Red scale bar is 
set at 50 μm.   
Figure 5. Cristae of the mitochondria (m) distinctly shown compared to the intracellular 
microbes (b) within the cell (membrane – mb). The cells on the right appear to have just 
divided (red arrow) (a). Intracellular microbes (b) with endoplasmic reticulum (er) 
distributed throughout the cell (b).  Bacteria within the light organ suggest intracellular to 
extracellular excretion activity (red arrow) of the light organ (c). 
Table 1. Collection Data from the 15 samples used from all three research cruises with 
DEEPEND and NOAA - DP05, DP06, OER.   
Table 2. FISH probe sequences and dye used to identify the Photobacterium in samples. 
Table 3. Relative abundance of the top 13 bacterial species found with Photobacterium 
sp. r33 highlighted. 
Supplemental Figure 1.  Map of collection cruises from DP05, DP06, and NOAA OER 
Supplemental Figure 2. BLAST alignment of recorded Photobacterium sp. r33 from 
NCBI and sequence of Photobacterium pulled from the 16S rRNA analysis. 
Supplemental Figure 3. Preliminary phylogeny based on the Mitochondrial COI gene 
sequences. 
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Probe  Sequence with dye TAG 
Base 
Pairs  








AAATGC 22 5' End 550 nm 564 nm  
EUB3338 
GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT/36-



































































































Figure 1’. Orientation of both light organs on either side of the buccal siphon (a). Higher magnification 





























































































































































Figure 3’. The light organs (green arrows) with no probe and the shutter wide open (a) vs. 4 μl of both EUB338 
and Photobacterium probe with the shutter partially closed (b). Scale bar = 100 μm. EUB338 probe (c) vs. 
Photobacterium probe (d). The EUB338 probe binds to many bacteria (green arrow) within the tunic (white 
arrow) and the light organ (yellow arrow). In contrast, the Photobacterium probe only illuminated the light 
organ. Scale bar = 100 μm and 50 μm, respectively. EUB338 and Photobacterium probes in green (e) vs. red (f). 
The orange fluorescence in Photobacterium Pa-1 is found exclusively concentrated around the edges of the light 



































Figure 4’. Intact light organ (~30 μm diameter) semi 
encased in the tunic. Red scale bar is set at 50 μm.   
Figure 5’. Cristae of the mitochondria (m) distinctly shown compared to the intracellular microbes (b) within the cell 
(membrane – mb). The cells on the right appear to have just divided (red arrow) (a). Intracellular microbes (b) with 
endoplasmic reticulum (er) distributed throughout the cell (b).  Bacteria within the light organ suggest intracellular to 











































Supplemental Figure 2. BLAST alignment of recorded Photobacterium sp. r33 from NCBI and sequence of 
Photobacterium pulled from the 16S rRNA analysis.  
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